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Abstract:
The purpose of this study is to analyse two related topics: the Rumin cohomology
and the H-orientability in the Heisenberg group Hn. In the first three chapters we
carefully describe the Rumin cohomology with particular emphasis at the second
order differential operator D, giving examples in the cases n “ 1 and n “ 2. We
also show the commutation between all Rumin differential operators and the pull-
back by a contact map and, more generally, describe pushforward and pullback
explicitly in different situations. Differential forms can be used to define the no-
tion of orientability; indeed in the fourth chapter we define the H-orientability for
H-regular surfaces and we prove that H-orientability implies standard orientabil-
ity, while the opposite is not always true. Finally we show that, up to one point, a
Mo¨bius strip in H1 is a H-regular surface and we use this fact to prove that there
exist H-regular non-H-orientable surfaces, at least in the case n “ 1. This opens
the possibility for an analysis of Heisenberg currents mod 2.
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Introduction
The purpose of this study is to analyse two related topics: the Rumin cohomology
and the orientability of a surface in the most classic example of Sub-Riemannian
geometry, the Heisenberg group Hn.
Our work begins with a quick definition of Lie groups, Carnot groups and left
translation operators, moving then to define the Heisenberg group and its proper-
ties. There are many references for an introduction on the Heisenberg group; here
we used, for example, parts of [4], [5], [8] and [10]. The Heisenberg Group Hn,
ně 1, is a p2n`1q-dimensional manifold denoted pR2n`1,˚,dccq where the group
operation ˚ is given by
px,y, tq ˚ px1,y1, t 1q :“
ˆ
x` x1,y` y1, t` t 1´ 1
2
xJ
ˆ
x
y
˙
,
ˆ
x1
y1
˙
yR2n
˙
with x,y,x1,y1 P Rn, t, t 1 P R and J “
ˆ
0 In
´In 0
˙
. Additionaly, the Heisenberg
Group is a Carnot group of step 2 with algebra h “ h1‘ h2. The first layer h1
has a standard orthonormal basis of left invariant vector fields which are called
horizontal: #
X j “ Bx j ´ 12y jBt ,
Yj “ By j ` 12x jBt , j “ 1, . . . ,n.
They hold the core property that rX j,Yjs “ Bt “: T for each j, where T alone
spans the second layer h2 and is called the vertical direction. By definition, the
horizontal subbundle changes inclination at every point (see Figure 1), allowing
movement from any point to any other point following only horizontal paths. The
Carnot–Carathe´odory distance dcc, then, measures the distance between any two
points along curves whose tangent vectors are horizontal.
The topological dimension of the Heisenberg group is 2n`1, while its Hausdorff
dimension with respect to the Carnot-Carathe´odory distance is 2n` 2. Such di-
mensional difference leads to the existence of a natural cohomology called Rumin
cohomology and introduced by M. Rumin in 1994 (see [19]), whose behaviour is
significantly different from the standard de Rham one. This is not the only effect
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Figure 1: Horizontal subbundle in the first Heisenberg Group H1.1
of the dimensional difference: another is that there exist surfaces regular in the
Heisenberg sense but fractal in the Euclidean sense (see [12]).
With a dual argument, one can associate at vector fields X j’s,Yj’s and T the cor-
responding differential forms: dx j’s and dy j’s for X j’s and Yj’s respectively, and
θ :“ dt´ 1
2
nÿ
j“1
px jdy j´ y jdx jq
for T . They also divide as horizontal and vertical in the same way as before.
These differential forms compose the complexes that, in the Heisenberg group,
are described by the Rumin cohomology (see [19] and 5.8 in [8]). Rumin forms
are compactly supported on an open set U and their sets are denoted by DkHpUq,
where #
DkHpUq :“ Ω
k
Ik , for k “ 1, . . . ,n
DkHpUq :“ Jk, for k “ n`1, . . . ,2n`1,
with Ωk the space of k-differential forms, Ik “ tα^θ `β ^dθ { α P Ωk´1, β P
Ωk´2u and Jk “ tα PΩk { α^θ “ 0, α^dθ “ 0u.
The Rumin cohomology is the cohomology of this complex:
0ÑR dQÑD1HpUq
dQÑ¨¨ ¨ dQÑDnHpUq DÑDn`1H pUq
dQÑDn`2H pUq
dQÑ¨¨ ¨ dQÑD2n`1H pUqÑ 0
where d is the standard differential operator and, for kă n, dQprαsIkq :“ rdαsIk`1,
while, for kě n`1, dQ :“ d|Jk . The second order differential operator D is defined
as
DprαsInq :“ d
´
α`L´1
´
´pdαq|Źn`1h1
¯
^θ
¯
whose presence reflects the difference between the topological and Hausdorff di-
mensions of the space. In the definition above L :
Źn´1h1 ÑŹn`1h1, Lpωq :“
1pictures shown with permission of the author Anton Lukyanenko.
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dθ ^ω , is a diffeomorphism among differential forms.
In Chapter 2 we will carefully describe the cohomology and we show its complete
behaviour in the cases n “ 1 and n “ 2. In particular we show how to compute
the second order operator D explicitly. In the appendices to this chapter we follow
the presentation in [10] and explain how it is possible to write the Rumin dif-
ferential operators as one operator dc, reducing then the complex to
`DkHpUq,dc˘
(Appendix B). We also discuss the dimensions of the spaces in the Rumin com-
plex (Appendix C).
The differential operators dQ and D look much more complicated than the standard
operator d and one could wonder whether they also hold the property of commut-
ing with the pullback by a mapping. We show in Chapter 3 that this is true for
contact maps, a map whose pushforward sends horizontal vectors to horizontal
vectors. Namely one has that for a contact map f : Hn Ñ Hn the following rela-
tions hold: #
f ˚dQ “ dQ f ˚ for k ‰ n,
f ˚D“ D f ˚ for k “ n.
We also show the behaviour of pushfoward and pullback in several situations in
this setting, for which a useful starting point is [14].
Differential forms can be used to define the notion of orientability, so it is natural
to ask whether the Rumin forms provide a different kind of orientability respect to
the standard definition. In Chapter 4 we show that this is indeed the case. First, we
have to notice how in the Heisenberg group it is natural to give an ad hoc definition
of regularity for surfaces, theH-regularity (see [7] and [8]) which, roughly speak-
ing, locally requires the surface to be a level set of a function with non-vanishing
horizontal gradient. The points such gradient is null are called characteristic (see,
for instance, [1] and [15]) and must usually be avoided. For such surfaces we give
a new definition of orientability (H-orientability) along with some properties. In
particular we show that it behaves well with respect to the left-translations and
the anisotropic dilation δrpx,y, tq “ prx,ry,r2tq. Furthermore, we prove that H-
orientability implies standard orientability, while the opposite is not always true.
Finally we show that, up to one point, a Mo¨bius Strip in H1 is a H-regular surface
and we use this fact to prove that there exist H-regular non-H-orientable surfaces,
at least in the case n“ 1.
Apart from its connection with differential forms, another reason to study orient-
ability is that it plays an important role in the theory of currents. Surfaces connec-
ted to currents are usually, but not always, orientable: in Riemanian settings there
exists a notion of currents (currents mod 2) made for surfaces that are not neces-
sarily orientable (see [17]). The existence of H-regular non-H-orientable surfaces
implies that the same kind of analysis would be meaningful in the Heisenberg
group.
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Chapter 1
Preliminaries
In this chapter we will first provide definitions and notions about Lie and Carnot
groups (Section 1.1), as well as introduce the Heisenberg group and some basic
properties and automorphisms associated to it. Second, we will present the stand-
ard basis of vector fields in the Heisenberg group Hn, including the behaviour of
the Lie brackets and the left invariance, which will lead to the definition of dual
differential forms. Next we will mention briefly different equivalent distances on
Hn: the Carnot-Carathe´odory distance dcc and the Kora´nyi distance dH. Finally
we will present the Heisenberg group’s topology and dimensions (Section 1.2).
The Heisenberg group is maybe the most famous example of Sub-Riemannian
geometry. we will commonly use the adjectives “Riemannian” and “Euclidean”
as synonymous. As opposite to them, we will refer to “Sub-Riemannian” and
“Heisenberg” for objects proper of the Sub-Riemannian structure of the Heisen-
berg group.
There exists many good references for an introduction on the Heisenberg group;
we will follow section 2.1 in [4], the introduction of [10], sections 2.1 and 2.2 in
[8] and section 2.1.3 and 2.2 in [5].
1.1 Lie Groups and Left Translation
In this section we provide definitions and notions about Lie and Carnot groups.
General references can be, for example, section 2.1 in [4], the introduction of [10],
section 2.1 in [8] and 2.1.3 in [5].
Definition 1.1.1. A group G with the group operation ˚, pG,˚q, is a Lie Group if
• G is a differentiable manifold,
• the map GˆGÑG, pp,qq ÞÑ p ˚q“ pq is differentiable,
11
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• the map GÑG, p ÞÑ p´1 is differentiable.
Definition 1.1.2. Let pG,˚q be a Lie group, with the following smooth operation
GˆGÑG, pp,qq ÞÑ p ˚q´1.
If q PG, then denote the left translation by q as
Lq :GÑG, p ÞÑ q ˚ p.
In the literature, Lq is often denoted also as τq. For this reason we will write τq in
Chapter 4, when talking specifically about the Heisenberg group.
Observation 1.1.3. It follows from the definition that
LqLp “ Lqp.
Definition 1.1.4. A vector field V on a Lie groupG is left-invariant if V commutes
with Lg, for every g PG. Specifically, V is left-invariant if
pLqq˚Vp “VLqppq “Vq˚p P Tq˚pG,
for every p,q P G, where p¨q˚ expresses the standard pushforward. Equivalently,
one can express the definitions as
Vppϕ ˝Lqq “ rpVϕq ˝Lqsp PC8pUq˚pq,
for every p,q PG and ϕ PC8pGq, where Uq˚p is a neighbourhood of q ˚ p.
Notation 1.1.5. Often we will need to refer to neighbourhoods of points. For this
reason, we introduce the notation
Up :“ tUp {Up a neighbourhood of pu .
Observation 1.1.6. The most important property of left invariant vector fields is
that they are uniquely determined by their value at one point, which is usually
taken to be the neutral element.
In general, to compute the value of a left invariant vector field Vq P TqG at another
point p, we can simply left-translate by p ˚q´1:
pLp˚q´1q˚Vq “Vp˚q´1˚q “Vp.
There are special Lie Groups that hold additional important properties; they are
called Carnot Groups. Before defining them, we need to introduce the Lie bracket
operation:
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Definition 1.1.7. The Lie bracket or commutator of vector fields is an operator
defined as follows
r, s : gˆgÑ g, pV1,V2q ÞÑ rV1,V2s :“V1V2´V2V1,
where g is an algebra over a field G.
Definition 1.1.8. A Lie algebra g of a Lie group G is a non-associative algebra
with the following properties: for all V1,V2,V3 P g,
• rV1,V1s “ 0 (Alternativity),
• rV1`V2,V3s “ rV1,V3s` rV2,V3s and rV3,V1`V2s “ rV3,V1s` rV3,V2s
(Bilinearity),
• rV1, rV2,V3ss` rV2, rV3,V1ss` rV3, rV1,V2ss “ 0 (Jacobi identity).
Definition 1.1.9. A Carnot group of step k is a connected, simply connected Lie
group whose Lie algebra g admits a step k stratification, i.e.,
g“V1‘¨¨ ¨‘Vk,
where every Vj is a linear subspace of g satisfying rV1,Vjs “ Vj`1. Additionally,
Vk ‰ t0u and Vj “ t0u for j ą k.
Definition 1.1.10. Let G be a Carnot group and call mi :“ dimpViq for each Vi in
the stratification of g. Then the homogeneous dimension of G is
Q :“
kÿ
i“1
imi.
1.2 Definition of Hn
In this section we introduce the Heisenberg group Hn as well as some basic prop-
erties and automorphisms associated to it. Then we present the standard basis
of vector fields in the Heisenberg group Hn, including the behaviour of the Lie
brackets and the left invariance, which will lead to the definition of dual differ-
ential forms. Next we mention briefly different equivalent distances on Hn: the
Carnot-Carathe´odory distance dcc and the Kora´nyi distance dH. Finally we men-
tion the Heisenberg group’s topology and dimensions.
General references are section 2.1 in [4], sections 2.1 and 2.2 in [8] and section
2.2 in [5].
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Definition 1.2.1. The n-dimensional Heisenberg Group Hn is defined as
Hn :“ pR2n`1,˚q,
where ˚ is the following product:
px,y, tq ˚ px1,y1, t 1q :“
ˆ
x` x1,y` y1, t` t 1´ 1
2
xJ
ˆ
x
y
˙
,
ˆ
x1
y1
˙
yR2n
˙
,
with x,y,x1,y1 P Rn, t, t 1 P R and J “
ˆ
0 In
´In 0
˙
.
Notationally it is common to write x “ px1, . . . ,xnq P Rn. Furthermore, with a
simple computation of the matrix product, we immediately have that
x
ˆ
0 In
´In 0
˙ˆ
x
y
˙
,
ˆ
x1
y1
˙
y “ x
ˆ
y
´x
˙
,
ˆ
x1
y1
˙
y “
nÿ
j“1
`
y jx1j´ x jy1j
˘
,
and so one can rewrite the product as
px,y, tq ˚ px1,y1, t 1q :“
¨˝
x` x1,y` y1, t` t 1` 1
2
nÿ
j“1
`
x jy1j´ y jx1j
˘‚˛.
Observation 1.2.2. The Heisenberg group Hn satisfies the conditions of Defini-
tion 1.1.1 and is hence a Lie group.
Observation 1.2.3. One can easily see the following properties
• Hn is a non-commutative group.
• The neutral element of Hn is p0,0,0q.
• The inverse of px,y, tq PHn is px,y, tq´1 “ p´x,´y,´tq.
• The center of the group, namely the elements that commute with all the
elements of the group, is tp0, tq P R2nˆRu.
On the Heisenberg group Hn there are two important groups of automorphisms.
The first one is the operation of left-translation (see Definition 1.1.2) and the
second one is the (1-parameter) group of the anisotropic dilatations δr:
Definition 1.2.4. The (1-parameter) group of the anisotropic dilatations δr, with
r P R`, is defined as follows
δr :Hn ÑHn, px,y, tq ÞÑ prx,ry,r2tq.
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1.2.1 Left Invariance and Horizontal Structure on Hn
In this subsection we present the standard basis of vector fields in the Heisenberg
group Hn, including the behaviour of the Lie brackets and the left invariance.
This will lead to conclude that the Heisenberg group is a Carnot group and to the
definition of dual differential forms.
General references are section 2.1 in [4] and sections 2.1 and 2.2 in [8].
Definition 1.2.5. A basis of left invariant vector fields in Hn consists of the fol-
lowing 2n`1 vectors:$’&’%
X j “ Bx j ´ 12y jBt for j “ 1, . . . ,n,
Yj “ By j ` 12x jBt for j “ 1, . . . ,n,
T “ Bt .
We will show in Lemma 1.2.8 that they are indeed left invariant.
Observation 1.2.6. One can observe the immediate property that tX1, . . . ,Xn,Y1, . . . ,Yn,Tu
becomes tBx1, . . . ,Bxn,By1 , . . . ,Byn,Btu at the neutral element.
Lemma 1.2.7. Consider a function g : U Ď Hn Ñ Hn, U open. Assume then
g P “C1pU,Rq‰2n`1, meaning that all the 2n`1 components of g are C1-regular.
Consider a second function f :Hn ÑR, f PC1pHn,Rq. Then the following holds:
X jp f ˝gq “ p∇ f qg ¨X jg, (1.1)
Yjp f ˝gq “ p∇ f qg ¨Yjg, (1.2)
T p f ˝gq “ p∇ f qg ¨T g. (1.3)
where j “ 1, . . . ,n and ∇ describes the Euclidean gradient in R2n`1 “Hn.
Proof. Equation (1.1) holds by direct computation. Indeed, we have
X jp f ˝gq “
ˆ
Bx j ´
1
2
y jBt
˙
p f ˝gq
“
nÿ
i“1
`Bxi f Bx jgi`Byi f Bx jgn`i˘`Bt f Bx jg2n`1
´ 1
2
y j
«
nÿ
i“1
`Bxi f Btgi`Byi f Btgn`i˘`Bt f Btg2n`1
ff
“
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
Bxi f Bx jgi´
1
2
y jBxi f Btgi
˙
`
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
Byi f Bx jgn`i´
1
2
y jByi f Btgn`i
˙
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`Bt f Bx jg2n`1´
1
2
y jBt f Btg2n`1
“
nÿ
i“1
Bxi f
ˆ
Bx jgi´
1
2
y jBtgi
˙
`Byi f
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
Bx jgn`i´
1
2
y jBtgn`i
˙
`Bt f
ˆ
Bx jg2n`1´
1
2
y jBtg2n`1
˙
“
nÿ
i“1
Bxi f X jgi`
nÿ
i“1
Byi f X jgn`i`Bt f X jg2n`1
“pBx1 f , . . . ,Bxn f ,By1 f , . . . ,Byn f Bt f qg ¨ pX jg1, . . . ,X jg2n`1q
“p∇ f qg ¨X jg.
This proves the first part of the statement and the proof for Yjp f ˝gq is analogous.
The case of T is much simpler:
T p f ˝gq “pBtqp f ˝gq
“
nÿ
i“1
`Bxi f Btgi`Byi f Btgn`i˘`Bt f Btg2n`1
“
nÿ
i“1
`Bxi f T gi`Byi f T gn`i˘`Bt f T g2n`1
“pBx1 f , . . . ,Bxn f ,By1 f , . . . ,Byn f Bt f qg ¨ pT g1, . . . ,T g2n`1q
“p∇ f qg ¨T g.
Lemma 1.2.8. In Definition 1.2.5 we claimed that X j’s, Yj’s and T are left invari-
ant vector fields. we prove it here.
Proof. For notational simplicity, we consider n“ 1 and X1 “ X “ Bx´ 12yBt . The
other cases and the general situation follow with hardly any change.
Consider f PC1pH1,Rq and p“ pxp,yp, tpq,q“ pxq,yq, tqq PH1. By Lemma 1.2.7,
Xpp f ˝Lqq “p∇ f qLqppq ¨XppLqq
“pBx f ,By f ,Bt f qLqppq ¨
´
XpLp1qq qppq,XpLp2qq qppq,XpLp3qq qppq
¯
“pBx f ,By f ,Bt f qLqppq ¨
ˆ
1,0,´1
2
yq´ 12yp
˙
“pBx f qLqppq´
1
2
pyq` ypqpBt f qLqppq
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“
„
Bx f ´ 12yBt f

Lqppq
“ rpX f q ˝Lqsp,
where, for the third line, we used that$’&’%
pLp1qq qppq “ xq` xp,
pLp2qq qppq “ yq` yp and
pLp3qq qppq “ tq` tp` 12pxqyp´ yqxpq.
This proves the left invariance of X . Repeating the same argument for all X j, Yj
and T completes the proof.
Observation 1.2.9. The only non-trivial commutators of the vector fields X j,Yj
and T are
rX j,Yjs “ T for j “ 1, . . . ,n.
This immediately tells that all the higher-order commutators are zero.
Remark 1.2.10. The observation above shows that the Heisenberg group is a
Carnot group of step 2. Indeed we can write its algebra h as:
h“ h1‘h2,
with
h1 “ spantX1, . . . ,Xn,Y1, . . . ,Ynu and h2 “ spantTu.
Usually one calls h1 the space of horizontal vectors and h2 the space of vertical
vectors.
Observation 1.2.11. Consider a function f PC1pU,Rq, U ĎHn open. It is useful
to mention that the vector fields tX1, . . . ,Xn,Y1, . . . ,Ynu are homogeneous of order
1 with respect to the dilatation δr, r P R`, i.e.,
X jp f ˝δrq “ rX jp f q ˝δr and Y jp f ˝δrq “ rYjp f q ˝δr,
for any j “ 1, . . . ,n.
On the other hand, the vector field T is homogeneous of order 2, that is,
T p f ˝δrq “ r2T p f q ˝δr.
The proof is a simple application of Lemma 1.2.7.
It is not a surprise, then, that the homogeneous dimension of Hn (see Definition
1.1.10) is
Q“ 2n`2.
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Observation 1.2.12. The vectors X1, . . . ,Xn,Y1, . . . ,Yn,T can be made an orthonor-
mal basis of h with a scalar product x¨, ¨y.
In the same way, the vectors X1, . . . ,Xn,Y1, . . . ,Yn form an orthonormal basis of h1
with a scalar product x¨, ¨yH defined purely on h1.
Notation 1.2.13. Sometimes it will be useful to consider all the elements of the
basis of h with one symbol. To do so, one can notationally write$’&’%
Wi :“ Xi for j “ 1, . . . ,n,
Wn`i :“ Yi for j “ 1, . . . ,n,
W2n`1 :“ T.
In the same way, the point px1, . . . ,xn,y1, . . . ,yn, tqwill be denoted as pw1, . . . ,w2n`1q.
Definition 1.2.14. Consider
Ź1h as the dual space of h, which inherits an inner
product from the one of h. By duality, one can find a dual orthonormal basis of
covectors tω1, . . . ,ω2n`1u in Ź1h such that
ω jpWkq “ xω j,Wky “ xω j|Wky “ δ jk, j,k “ 1, . . . ,2n`1,
where Wk is an element of the basis of h and the notation varies in the literature.
Such covectors are differential forms in the Heisenberg group. It turns out that the
dual orthonormal basis is given by
tdx1, . . . ,dxn,dy1, . . . ,dyn,θu,
where θ is called contact form and is defined as
θ :“ dt´ 1
2
nÿ
j“1
px jdy j´ y jdx jq.
Notation 1.2.15. As it will be useful sometimes to call all such forms by the same
name, one can notationally write,$’&’%
θi :“ dxi for j “ 1, . . . ,n,
θn`i :“ dyi for j “ 1, . . . ,n,
θ2n`1 :“ θ .
In particular the covector θi is always the dual of the vector Wi, for all i“ 1, . . . ,2n`
1.
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Observation 1.2.16. Note that, one could have introduced the Heisenberg group
Hn with a different approach and defined it as a contact manifold. A contact
manifold is a manifold with a contact structure, meaning that its algebra h has a
1-codimensional subspace Q that can be written as a kernel of a non-degenerate
1-form, which is then called contact form.
The just-defined θ satisfy all these requirements and is indeed the contact form of
the Heisenberg group, while Q“ h1. The non-degeneracy condition is θ^dθ ‰ 0.
A straightforward computation shows that
dθ “´
nÿ
j“1
dx j^dy j,
and so indeed
θ ^dθ “´
nÿ
j“1
dx j^dy j^θ ‰ 0.
Observation 1.2.17. As a useful example, we show here that the just-defined
bases of vectors and covectors behave as one would expect when differentiating.
Specifically, consider f : U ĎHn Ñ R, U open, f PC1pU,Rq, then one has:
d f “
nÿ
j“1
`Bx j f dx j`By j f dy˘`Bt f dt
“
nÿ
j“1
`Bx j f dx j`By j f dy˘`pBt f q
¨˝
θ ` 1
2
nÿ
j“1
x jdy j´ 12
nÿ
j“1
y jdx j‚˛
“
nÿ
j“1
`
X j f dx j`Yj f dy j
˘`T fθ .
The next natural step is to define vectors and covectors of higher order.
Definition 1.2.18. We define the sets of k-vectors and k-covectors, respectively,
as follows:
Ωk ”
ľ
k
h :“ spantWi1^¨¨ ¨^Wiku1ďi1ď¨¨¨ďikď2n`1,
and
Ωk ”
ľk
h :“ spantθi1^¨¨ ¨^θiku1ďi1ď¨¨¨ďikď2n`1.
The same definitions can be given for h1 and produces the spaces
Ź
kh1 and
Źkh1.
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Definition 1.2.19. For k“ 1, . . . ,2n`1, if ω PŹkh, then we define ω˚ PŹkh so
that
xω˚,V y “ xω |V y, V P
ľ
k
h.
We give here the definition of Pansu differentiability for maps between Carnot
groups G1 and G2. After that, we state it in the special case of G1 “ Hn and
G2 “ R.
We call a function h : pG1,˚,δ 1qÑ pG2,˚,δ 2q homogeneous if hpδ 1r ppqq“ δ 2r phppqq
for all r ą 0.
Definition 1.2.20 (see [18] and 2.10 in [8]). Consider two Carnot groups pG1,˚,δ 1q
and pG2,˚,δ 2q. A function f : U ÑG2, U ĎG1 open, is P-differentiable at p0 PU
if there is a (unique) homogeneous Lie groups homomorphism dH fp0 : G1 Ñ G2
such that
dH fp0ppq :“ limrÑ0δ
2
1
r
`
f pp0q´1 ˚ f pp0 ˚δ 1r ppqq
˘
,
uniformly for p in compact subsets of U .
Definition 1.2.21. Consider f : U ÑR, U ĎHn open. f is P-differentiable at p0 P
U if there is a (unique) homogeneous Lie groups homomorphism dH fp0 :Hn ÑR
such that
dH fp0ppq :“ limrÑ0
f pp0 ˚δrppqq´ f pp0q
r
,
uniformly for p in compact subsets of U .
Observation 1.2.22. Consider f : U Ď Hn Ñ Hn “ R2n`1, U open, and inter-
pret it in components as f “ p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q. A straightforward computation
shows immediately that, f is P-differentiable in the sense of Definition 1.2.20,
then f 1, . . . , f 2n are P-differentiable in the sense of Definition 1.2.21.
Proof. Consider n=1 for simplicity. The other cases follow immediately. Con-
sider p0 “ px0,y0, t0q and p“ px,y, tq inHn. A straightforward computation shows
that
lim
rÑ0`δ 1r
`
f pp0q´1 ˚ f pp0 ˚δrppqq
˘“
“ lim
rÑ0`
˜
f 1pp0 ˚δrppqq´ f 1pp0q
r
,
f 2pp0 ˚δrppqq´ f 2pp0q
r
,
f 3pp0 ˚δrppqq´ f 3pp0q` 12
`
f 2pp0q f 1pp0 ˚δrppqq´ f 1pp0q f 2pp0 ˚δrppqq
˘
r2
¸
.
By hypothesis the limit exists and the first two components give us the claim.
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Definition 1.2.23 (see 2.11 in [8]). Let f :U ĎHnÑR, U open, be a P-differentiable
function at p PU . Then the Heisenberg gradient or horizontal gradient of f at p
is defined as
∇H f ppq :“ dH f ppq˚ P h1,
or, equivalently,
∇H f ppq “
nÿ
j“1
“pX j f qppqX j`pY j f qppqYj‰ .
Notation 1.2.24 (see 2.12 in [8]). Sets of differentiable functions can be defined
with respect to the P-differentiability. Take U ĎG1 open, then
• C1HpU,G2q is the vector space of continuous functions f : U ÑG2 such that
the P-differential dH f is continuous.
•
“
C1HpU,G2q
‰k is the set of k-tuples f “ ` f 1, . . . , f k˘ such that f i PC1HpU,G2q
for each i“ 1, . . . ,k.
In particular, take U ĎHn open; then
• C1HpU,Hnq is the vector space of continuous functions f : U ÑHn such that
the P-differential dH f is continuous.
• C1HpU,Rq is the vector space of continuous functions f : U Ñ R such that
∇H f is continuous in U (or, equivalently, such that the P-differential dH f is
continuous).
• CkHpU,Rq is the vector space of continuous functions f : U Ñ R such that
the derivatives of the kind Wi1 . . .Wik f are continuous in U , where Wih is any
X j or Yj.
•
“
CmHpU,Rq
‰k is the set of k-tuples f “ ` f 1, . . . , f k˘ such that f i PCmHpU,Rq
for each i“ 1, . . . ,k.
Observation 1.2.25. Given the notation above we have:
C2pU,Rq
Ĺ Ĺ
C3pU,Rq C2HpU,RqĹ Ĺ
C3HpU,Rq
ĹC1pU,Rq ĹC1HpU,Rq.
We define here also an operator that will be useful later: the Hodge operator.
The Hodge operator of a vector returns a second vector of dual dimension with
the property to be orthogonal to the first. This will be used when talking about
orientability as well as tangent and normal vector fields.
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Definition 1.2.26 (see 2.3 in [8] or 1.7.8 in [6]). Let 1 ď k ď 2n. The Hodge
operator is the linear isomorphism
˚ :
ľ
k
hÑ
ľ
2n`1´kh,ÿ
I
vIVI ÞÑ
ÿ
I
vIp˚VIq,
where
˚VI :“ p´1qσpIqVI˚,
and, for 1ď i1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď ik ď 2n`1,
• I “ ti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , iku,
• VI “Vi1^¨¨ ¨^Vik ,
• I˚ “ ti1˚, . . . , i2˚n`1´ku “ t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,2n`1ur I and
• σpIq is the number of couples pih, il˚ q with ih ą il˚ .
1.2.2 Distances on Hn
In this subsection we mention briefly different equivalent distances on Hn. Gen-
eral references are section 2.1 in [4] and section 2.2.1 in [5].
The usual intrinsic distance in the Heisenberg group is the Carnot – Carathe´odory
distance dcc, which measures the distance between any two points along shortest
curves whose tangent vectors are horizontal.
Here we define more precisly another distance, equivalent to the first, called the
Kora´nyi distance:
Definition 1.2.27. We define the Kora´nyi distance onHn by setting, for p,q PHn,
dHpp,qq :“
∥∥q´1 ˚ p∥∥H ,
where ‖¨‖H is the Kora´nyi norm
‖px,y, tq‖H :“
`|px,yq|4`16t2˘ 14 ,
with px,y, tq P R2nˆR and | ¨ | the Euclidean norm.
Observation 1.2.28. We show that ‖¨‖H is indeed a norm, as it satisfies the fol-
lowing properties:
1. ‖px,y, tq‖H ě 0, ‖px,y, tq‖H “ 0ô px,y, tq “ 0,
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2. ‖px,y, tq ˚ px1,y1, t 1q‖H ď ‖px,y, tq‖H`‖px1,y1, t 1q‖H,
3. Also ‖¨‖H is homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to δr:
‖δrpx,y, tq‖H “ r‖px,y, tq‖H ,
where δr appears in Definition 1.2.4.
Proof. The first and third point can be verified immediately. A proof of the tri-
angle inequality can be found in 1.F in [14].
Observation 1.2.29. The Kora´nyi distance is left invariant, namely,
dHpp ˚q, p ˚q1q “ dHpq,q1q, p,q,q1 PHn.
It is, moreover, homogeneous of degree 1 with respect to δr:
dH pδrppq,δrpqqq “ rdHpp,qq.
Observation 1.2.30. We already mentioned that we use | ¨ | for the Euclidean
norm. One can prove the following inequality:
|p| ď ‖p‖H ď |p|
1
2 when ‖p‖H ď 1.
1.2.3 Dimensions and Integration on Hn
In this subsection we add information on the Heisenberg group’s topology, dimen-
sions and integrals. General references are section 2.1 in [4] and section 2.2.3 in
[5].
Observation 1.2.31. The topology induced by the Kora´nyi metric is equivalent
to the Euclidean topology on R2n`1. The Heisenberg group Hn becomes, then,
a locally compact topological group. As such, it has the right-invariant and the
left-invariant Haar measure.
Definition 1.2.32. We call an outer measure µ the left-invariant (or right-invariant)
Haar measure, on a locally compact Hausdorff topological group G, if the follow-
ings are satisfied:
• µpgEq “ µpEq with E Ď G and g P G, where gE :“ tga; a P Eu
por µpEgq “ µpEq with E Ď G and g P G, where Eg :“ tag; a P Euq,
• µpKq ă 8, for all K ĂĂ G,
• µ is outer regular: µpEq “ inftµpUq; E ĎU Ď G,U openu, E Ď G,
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• µ is inner regular: µpEq “ suptµpKq; K Ď E Ď G,K compactu, E Ď G.
Observation 1.2.33 (see, among others, after remark 2.2 in [7]). The ordinary
Lebesgue measure on R2n`1 is invariant under both left and right translations on
Hn. In other words, the Lebesgue measure is both a left and right invariant Haar
measure on Hn.
Observation 1.2.34. It is easy to see that, denoting the ball of radius r ą 0 as
BHp0,rq :“ tpx,y, tq PHn; ‖px,y, tq‖H ă ru,
a change of variables gives
|BHp0,rq| “
ż
BHp0,rq
dxdydt “ r2n`2
ż
BHp0,1q
dxdydt “ r2n`2|BHp0,1q|.
Thus 2n`2 is the Hausdorff dimension of pHn,dHq, which concides with its ho-
mogeneous dimension.
Notation 1.2.35. Consider S Ď Hn. we denote its Hausdorff dimension with re-
spect to the Euclidean distance as
dimHE S,
while its Hausdorff dimension with respect to the Carnot-Carathe´odory and Kora´nyi
distances as
dimHcc S “ dimHH S.
Chapter 2
Differential Forms and Rumin
Cohomology
In this chapter we will present the precise definition of the Rumin complex in any
Heisenberg group (Section 2.1). Then, to give a practical feeling of the difference
between the de Rham and the Rumin complexes, we will write explicitly the dif-
ferential complex of the Rumin cohomology in H1 and H2 (Sections 2.2 and 2.3).
As general references for this chapter, one can look at [19] and [8].
This chapter is connected with Appendices A, B and C. Appendix A contains the
proof of Proposition 2.3.4. Appendix B presents the Rumin cohomology, in H1
and H2, using only one operator dc, as opposed to the three operators (dQ, D, dQ
again) used more frequently in the literature. The main reference for this appendix
is [10]. As it will be clear from this chapter, direct computation of the Rumin dif-
ferential operator are more and more challenging as the dimension of the space
grows: Appendix C offers the formulas to compute the dimension of the spaces
involved in the Rumin complex for any dimension. There are also examples for
n“ 1, . . . ,5 which clearly show such computational challenges.
2.1 The Rumin Complex
In this section we precisely present the definition of the Rumin complex in the
general Heisenberg group Hn. We start giving some basic definitions that can be
found, for instance, in [19] and [8]:
Definition 2.1.1. Consider 0 ď k ď 2n` 1 and recall Ωk from Definition 1.2.18.
We denote:
• Ik :“ tα^θ `β ^dθ ; α PΩk´1, β PΩk´2u,
• Jk :“ tα PΩk; α^θ “ 0, α^dθ “ 0u.
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Definition 2.1.2 (Rumin complex). The Rumin complex, due to Rumin in [19], is
given by
0Ñ RÑC8 dQÑ Ω
1
I1
dQÑ ¨¨ ¨ dQÑ Ω
n
In
DÑ Jn`1 dQÑ ¨¨ ¨ dQÑ J2n`1 Ñ 0,
where d is the standard differential operator and, for k ă n,
dQprαsIkq :“ rdαsIk`1,
while, for k ě n`1,
dQ :“ d|Jk .
The second order differential operator D will be defined at the end of this section.
Remark 2.1.3 (proposition at page 286 in [19]). This structure defines indeed a
complex. In other words, applying two consequential operators in the chain gives
zero.
Remark 2.1.4. When k “ 1, dQ is the same as dH , from Definition 1.2.21.
Notation 2.1.5. The spaces of the kind Ω
k
Ik are called low dimensional, while the
spaces Jk’s high dimensional or low codimensional.
Remark 2.1.6. From the definition of Ik, k “ 1, . . . ,n, one can see that α^θ P Ik
for any α P Ωk´1. This means that, in modulo, θ is never present in the low
dimensional spaces Ω
k
Ik ’s.
On the other hand, every β P Jk must be of the kind β “ β 1^θ (as this is the only
way to satisfy the condition β ^θ “ 0). This means that θ will always be present
the the high dimensional spaces Jk’s.
In order to be able to define D, some preliminary work is needed:
Observation 2.1.7. First of all, notice that the definition, for kă n, of dQprαsIkq :“rdαsIk`1 is well posed.
Proof. The equality rαsIk “ rβ sIk means β ´α P Ik, which implies
β ´α “ σ ^θ ` τ^dθ ,
for some σ PΩk´1, τ PΩk´2. Then one can write
dβ ´dα “dσ ^θ `p´1qk´1σ ^dθ `dτ^dθ `0
“dσ ^θ `pp´1qk´1σ `dτq^dθ P Ik`1.
Then rdαsIk`1 “ rdβ sIk`1. This gives the well-posedness.
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Notation 2.1.8. Let γ PΩk´1 and consider the equivalence class
ľk
h1 “
!
β PΩk; β “ 0 or β ^θ ‰ 0
)
– Ω
k
tγ^θu ,
where
Źkh1 appears in Definition 1.2.18 and we write tγ ^ θu “ tγ ^ θ ; γ P
Ωk´1u for short. The equivalence is given by β ÞÑ pβ q|Źkh1 .
Then, given α PΩk, denote rαstγ^θu an element in this equivalence class.
Observation 2.1.9. Let γ P Ωk´1 and β P Ωk´2. One can see, straight by the
definition of Ik, that
Ωk
tγ^θu
tβ ^dθu –
Ωk
Ik
, k “ 1, . . . ,n,
where we also write tβ ^dθu “ tβ ^dθ ; β PΩk´2u for short.
The following lemma is necessary to define the second order differential oper-
ator D. Given rαstγ^θu P Ωntγ^θu , a lifting of rαstγ^θu is any α 1 P Ωn such that
rαstγ^θu “ rα 1stγ^θu.
Lemma 2.1.10 (Rumin [19], page 286). For every form rαstγ^θu P Ωntγ^θu , there
exists a unique lifting α˜ PΩn of rαstγ^θu so that dα˜ P Jn`1.
Proof. Note that this proof is not exactly the one given by Rumin, but still follows
the same steps.
Let α PΩn
´
so rαstγ^θu P Ωntγ^θu
¯
and define
α˜ :“ α`β ^θ PΩn,
where β PŹn´1h1. Then compute
θ ^dα˜ “θ ^dα`θ ^dpβ ^θ q
“θ ^dα`θ ^dβ ^θ `p´1q|β |θ ^β ^dθ
“θ ^dα`p´1q|β |θ ^β ^dθ
“θ ^dα`p´1q|β |θ ^dθ ^β
“θ ^dα`p´1q|β |θ ^Lpβ q
“θ ^
´
dα`p´1q|β |Lpβ q
¯
,
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where L (see 2 in [19]) is the isomorphism
L :
ľn´1
h1 Ñ
ľn`1
h1, β ÞÑ dθ ^β .
Notice that, since dα PΩn`1, we can divide it as
dα “ pdαq|pŹn`1h1qK `pdαq|Źn`1h1 ,
where
θ ^pdαq|pŹn`1h1qK “ 0,
and, by isomorphism, there exists a unique β so that
p´1q|β |Lpβ q “ ´pdαq|Źn`1h1 .
With such a choice of β one gets
θ ^
´
dα`p´1q|β |Lpβ q
¯
“ 0.
Then
θ ^dα˜ “ 0,
and, finally, also
dθ ^dα˜ “ dpθ ^dα˜q “ 0.
Then, by definition, dα˜ P Jn`1.
Observation 2.1.11. In the proof of Lemma 2.1.10, instead of β , we could have
chosen β 1 :“ p´1q|β |β , which would give
Lpβ 1q “ ´pdαq|Źn`1h1 ,
or, equivalently,
β 1 “ L´1
´
´pdαq|Źn`1h1
¯
.
Then the lifting can be written explicitly as
α˜ “ α`L´1
´
´pdαq|Źn`1h1
¯
^θ .
Definition 2.1.12. Using the observation above, finally we can define D as
DprαsInq :“ dα˜ “ d
´
α`L´1
´
´pdαq|Źn`1h1
¯
^θ
¯
,
and the definition is well-posed.
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2.2 Cohomology of H1
In this section we explicitly write the differential complex of the Rumin cohomo-
logy in H1 and compare it to the de Rham cohomology. Furthermore, this sets
a method for the more challenging case of H2, as well as hints at the qualitative
difference between the first Heisenberg group H1 and all the others.
Observation 2.2.1. In the case n “ 1, the spaces of the Rumin cohomology
presented in Definition 2.1.1 are reduced to
Ω1 “ spantdx,dy,θu,
I1 “ spantθu,
Ω1
I1
– spantdx,dyu,
J2 “ spantdx^θ ,dy^θu,
J3 “ spantdx^dy^θu.
Moreover, in this case the isomorphism L :
Ź0h1 ÑŹ2h1 is given by
L : spant f u Ñ spantdx^dyu, f ÞÑ ´ f dx^dy.
The following proposition shows the explicit action of each differential operator
in the Rumin complex of H1.
Proposition 2.2.2 (Explicit Rumin complex in H1). In the case n“ 1, the Rumin
complex presented in Definition 2.1.2 is becomes
0Ñ RÑC8 d
p1q
QÑ Ω
1
I1
DÑ,J2 d
p3q
QÑ J3 Ñ 0
with
f
dp1qQÞÑ rX f dx`Y f dysI1,
rα1dx`α2dysI1 DÞÑ pXXα2´XYα1´Tα1qdx^θ `pY Xα2´YYα1´Tα2qdy^θ ,
α1dx^θ `α2dy^θ
dp3qQÞÑ pXα2´Yα1qdx^dy^θ .
Proof. This proposition can be proved by simple computations. Two of the three
cases are trivial.
Indeed, by Definition 2.1.2 and Observation 1.2.17, we have
dp1qQ f “ rX f dx`Y f dysI1.
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By the same definition and observation, we also get
dp3qQ pα1dx^θ `α2dy^θ q “Yα1dy^dx^θ `Xα2dx^dy^θ
“pXα2´Yα1qdx^dy^θ .
Finally we have to compute D. We remind that, by Observation 1.2.17,
dg“ Xgdx`Y gdy`T gθ ,
with g : U ĎH1 Ñ R smooth.
Consider now α “ α1dx`α2dy P Ω1. Then rαsI1 “ rα1dx`α2dysI1 P Ω1I1 , and
the (full) exterior derivative of α is:
dα “dpα1dx`α2dyq “ Yα1dy^dx`Tα1θ ^dx`Xα2dx^dy`Tα2θ ^dy
“pXα2´Yα1qdx^dy´Tα1dx^θ ´Tα2dy^θ .
Then
pdαq|Ź1h1 “ pXα2´Yα1qdx^dy“´pXα2´Yα1qdθ ,
and
L´1
´
´pdαq|Ź1h1
¯
“ Xα2´Yα1.
Finally
DprαsI1q “d pα`pXα2´Yα1qθ q
“dα`d pXα2´Yα1q^θ `pXα2´Yα1qdθ
“pXα2´Yα1qdx^dy´Tα1dx^θ ´Tα2dy^θ
`XpXα2´Yα1qdx^θ `Y pXα2´Yα1qdy^θ ´pXα2´Yα1qdx^dy
“pXXα2´XYα1´Tα1qdx^θ `pY Xα2´YYα1´Tα2qdy^θ .
2.3 Cohomology of H2
In this section, as we did in the previous one forH1, we explicitly write the differ-
ential complex of the Rumin cohomology in H2. The computation is quantitative
more challenging than the previous one and so we report it in Appendix A. In this
case the bases of the spaces of the complex have more variety, as one must take
into account more possible combinations than in the previous case. In a qualitative
sense, this is caused by the fact that the algebra of Hn allows a strict subalgebra
of step 2 only for ną 1.
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Observation 2.3.1. For n“ 2, the spaces of the Rumin cohomology presented in
Definition 2.1.1 are reduced to
Ω1 “ spantdx1,dx2,dy1,dy2,θu,
I1 “ spantθu,
Ω1
I1
– spantdx1,dx2,dy1,dy2u,
Ω2 “ spantdx1^dx2,dx1^dy1,dx1^dy2,dx1^θ ,dx2^dy1,dx2^dy2,
dx2^θ ,dy1^dy2,dy1^θ ,dy2^θu,
I2 “ spantdx1^θ ,dx2^θ ,dy1^θ ,dy2^θ ,dx1^dy1`dx2^dy2u,
Ω2
I2
– spantdx1^dx2,dx1^dy2,dx2^dy1,dy1^dy2u‘ spantdx1^dy1,dx2^dy2uspantdx1^dy1`dx2^dy2u ,
– spantdx1^dx2,dx1^dy2,dx2^dy1,dy1^dy2,dx1^dy1´dx2^dy2u,
J3 “ spantdx1^dx2^θ ,dx1^dy2^θ ,dx2^dy1^θ ,dy1^dy2^θ ,
dx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θu,
J4 “ spantdx1^dx2^dy1^θ ,dx1^dx2^dy2^θ ,dx1^dy1^dy2^θ ,
dx2^dy1^dy2^θu,
J5 “ spantdx1^dx2^dy1^dy2^θu.
Note that, in rewriting Ω
2
I2 , we simply observe that tdx1 ^ dy1,dx2 ^ dy2u andtdx1^dy1`dx2^dy2,dx1^dy1´dx2^dy2u span the same subspace.
Observation 2.3.2. In this case the isomorphism L acts as follows
L :
ľ1
h1 Ñ
ľ3
h1,
ω ÞÑ ω^dθ ,
dx1 ÞÑ ´dx1^dx2^dy2,
dy1 ÞÑ ´dy1^dx2^dy2,
dx2 ÞÑ ´dx2^dx1^dy1,
dy2 ÞÑ ´dy2^dx1^dy1.
Remark 2.3.3. Notice in particular that in the highest low dimensional space, Ω
2
I2 ,
and in the lowest high dimensional space, J3, there are generators that did not
appear in the case n“ 1, namely dx1^dy1´dx2^dy2 and dx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^
dy2^ θ respectively. This is due to the fact that th first Heisenberg group H1 is
the only Heisenberg group to be also a free group.
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Proposition 2.3.4 (Explicit Rumin complex in H2).
0Ñ RÑC8 d
p1q
QÑ Ω
1
I1
dp2qQÑ Ω
2
I2
DÑ J3 d
p3q
QÑ J4 d
p4q
QÑ J5 Ñ 0, with
f
dp1qQÞÑ rX1 f dx1`X2 f dx2`Y1 f dy1`Y2 f dy2sI1 ,
rα1dx1`α2dx2`α3dy1`α4dy2sI1
dp2qQÞÑ
”
pX1α2´X2α1qdx1^dx2`pX2α3´Y1α2qdx2^dy1
`pY1α4´Y2α3qdy1^dy2`pX1α4´Y2α1qdx1^dy2
`
ˆ
X1α3´Y1α1´X2α4`Y2α2
2
˙
pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2q
ı
I2
,
rα1dx1^dx2`α3dx1^dy2`α4dx2^dy1`α6dy1^dy2
`β pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2qsI2
DÞÑ rp´X1Y1´Y2X2qα1`X2X2α3´X1X1α4`2X1X2β sdx1^dx2^θ
`r´Y2Y2α1`pX2Y2α3´X1Y1qα3`X1X1α6`2X1Y2β sdx1^dy2^θ
`r`Y1Y1α1`pY1X1´Y2X2qα4´X2X2α6´2X2Y1β sdx2^dy1^θ
`r´Y1Y1α3`Y2Y2α4`pY1X1`X2Y2qα6`2Y1Y2β sdy1^dy2^θ
`r´Y1Y2α1`Y1X2α3´X1Y2α4´X1X2α6s pdx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θ q,
α1dx1^dx2^θ `α2dx1^dy2^θ `α3dx2^dy1^θ `α4dy1^dy2^θ
`α5pdx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θ q
dp3qQÞÑ pY1α1`X1α3´X2α5qdx1^dx2^dy1^θ
`pY2α1´X2α2´X1α5qdx1^dx2^dy2^θ
`p´Y1α2`X1α4`Y2α5qdx1^dy1^dy2^θ
`pY2α3`X2α4`Y1α5qdx2^dy1^dy2^θ ,
α1dx1^dx2^dy1^θ `α2dx1^dx2^dy2^θ
`α3dx1^dy1^dy2^θ `α4dx2^dy1^dy2^θ
dp4qQÞÑ p´Y2α1`Y1α2´X2α3`X1α4qdx1^dx2^dy1^dy2^θ .
Proof of Proposition 2.3.4 is at Appendix A.
Chapter 3
Pushforward and Pullback in Hn
In this chapter we define pushforward and pullback on Hn and, after some prop-
erties, we prove that the pullback by a contact map commutes with the Rumin
differential at every dimension. Then we show explicit formulas for pushforward
and pullback, in Heisenberg notations, in three different cases: for a general func-
tion, for a contact map and a contact diffeomorphism. Finally we present the
same formulas in the Rumin cohomology. References for this chapter are [14],
from which we use some results, [19] and [8].
Appendix D concerns an explicit proof of commutation between pullback and
Rumin differential.
3.1 Definitions and Properties
Definition 3.1.1 (Pushforward inHn). Let f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “ ` f 1, . . . , f 2n`1˘ P“
C1pU,Rq‰2n`1. The pushforward by f is defined as follows:
if k “ 1, we set
f˚ :“ d f : hÑ h,
v ÞÑ vp f q.
If k ą 1, we set
f˚ ” Λkd f :
ľ
k
hÑ
ľ
k
h
to be the linear map satisfying
Λkd f pv1^¨¨ ¨^ vkq :“ d f pv1q^ ¨ ¨ ¨^d f pvkq,
i.e.,
f˚pv1^¨¨ ¨^ vkq :“ f˚v1^¨¨ ¨^ f˚vk,
for v1, . . . ,vk P h.
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Definition 3.1.2 (Pullback inHn). Let f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “ ` f 1, . . . , f 2n`1˘ P“
C1pU,Rq‰2n`1. The pullback by f is defined by duality with respect to the push-
forward as:
f ˚ ” Λkd f : Ωk ÑΩk, so that
xΛkd f pωq|vy “ xω |Λkd f pvqy,
i.e.,
x f ˚pωq|vy “ xω | f˚pvqy.
As in the Riemannian case, we have the following
Observation 3.1.3. Let f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “ ` f 1, . . . , f 2n`1˘ P “C1pU,Rq‰2n`1,
and α PΩk, β PΩh differential forms. One can verify that
f ˚pα^β q “ f ˚α^ f ˚β .
Definition 3.1.4. A map f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “ ` f 1, . . . , f 2n`1˘ P “C1pU,Rq‰2n`1
is a contact map if
f˚ pspantX1, . . . ,Xn,Y1, . . . ,Ynuq Ď spantX1, . . . ,Xn,Y1, . . . ,Ynu.
Observation 3.1.5. Remembering Notation 1.2.13, the pushforward f˚ can be
expressed in terms of the basis given by tW1, . . . ,W2n`1u, where one can think
of them as vectors: Wj “ eTj (e j the vector with value 1 at position j and zero
elsewhere). Then the general pushforward matrix looks like
f˚ “
¨˚
˝ xdw1, f˚W1y . . . xdw1, f˚W2n`1y... ...
xdw2n`1, f˚W1y . . . xdw2n`1, f˚W2n`1y
‹˛‚.
If the function f is also contact, then by definition we have
f˚ “
¨˚
˚˝˚ xdw1, f˚W1y . . . xdw1, f˚W2ny xdw1, f˚W2n`1y... ... ...
xdw2n, f˚W1y . . . xdw2n, f˚W2ny xdw2n, f˚W2n`1y
0 . . . 0 xdw2n`1, f˚W2n`1y
‹˛‹‹‚.
By definition of pulback, the pullback matrix is the transpose of the pushforward
matrix, so
f ˚ “ p f˚qT “
¨˚
˚˝˚ xdw1, f˚W1y . . . xdw2n, f˚W1y 0... ... ...
xdw1, f˚W2ny . . . xdw2n, f˚W2ny 0
xdw1, f˚W2n`1y . . . xdw2n, f˚W2n`1y xdw2n`1, f˚W2n`1y
‹˛‹‹‚.
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This shows that an equivalent condition for contactness is to ask
f ˚θ “ λ fθ , with λ f “ x f ˚θ ,T y.
Observation 3.1.6 (See proposition 6 in [13]). If f :U ĎHnÑHn is a P-differentiable
function from Hn to Hn as in the Definition 1.2.20, then f is a contact map.
Example 3.1.7. The anisotropic dilation δrpx¯, y¯, tq “ prx¯,ry¯,r2tq, px¯, y¯, tq P Hn, is
a contact map. This will be shown later in Example 3.3.6.
Observation 3.1.8 (Section 2.B [14]). Note that, if f is a contact map and λ f “
x f ˚θ ,T y, then
f ˚dθ “ dp f ˚θ q “ dpλ fθ q “ dλ f ^θ `λ f dθ ,
where d is the (full) exterior Riemannian derivative.
Observation 3.1.9 (Section 2.B [14]). Note that, if f is a contact map, λ f “
x f ˚θ ,T y and v1,v2 P spantX1, . . . ,Xn,Y1, . . . ,Ynu, then
xdθ | f˚pv1^ v2qy “ λ f xdθ |v1^ v2y.
Proof. By the definition of pullback and Observation 3.1.9, we have
xdθ | f˚pv1^ v2qy “ x f ˚dθ |v1^ v2y
“ xdλ f ^θ |v1^ v2y`xλ f dθ |v1^ v2y “ λ f xdθ |v1^ v2y.
3.2 Commutation of Pullback and Rumin Complex
in Hn
We consider a contact map f onHn. We know that f ˚ commutes with the exterior
derivative d and here we show that the commutation holds also for the differen-
tials in the Rumin complex.
Recall from Definitions 2.1.2 and 2.1.12 that the Rumin complex is given by
0Ñ RÑC8 dQÑ Ω
1
I1
dQÑ ¨¨ ¨ dQÑ Ω
n
In
DÑ Jn`1 dQÑ ¨¨ ¨ dQÑ J2n`1 Ñ 0,
where, for k ă n, dQprαsIkq :“ rdαsIk , while, for k ě n` 1, dQ :“ d|Jk . For k “
n, D was the second order differential operator uniquely defined as DprαsInq “
d
´
α`L´1
´
´pdαq|Źn`1h1
¯
^θ
¯
.
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Theorem 3.2.1. A smooth contact map f :Hn ÑHn satisfies
f ˚dQ “ dQ f ˚ for k ‰ n,
and
f ˚D“ D f ˚ for k “ n.
Namely, the pullback by a contact map f commutes with the operators of the Ru-
min complex.
To the best of my knowledge, this result does not apper in the literature, but the
main steps were explained to me by Bruno Franchi in September 2017. We present
here a complete proof.
A computationally more explicit proof of this statement is available in Appendix
D.
Before starting the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, some lemmas and definitions are ne-
cessary.
Lemma 3.2.2. Consider a smooth contact map f :Hn ÑHn and write tγ^θu “
tγ^θ ; γ PΩk´1u. Then
f ˚ptγ^θuq Ď tγ^θu and f ˚pIkq Ď Ik k “ 1, . . . ,n.
Proof. First notice, from Definition 3.1.4 and Observation 3.1.8 that
f ˚θ “ λ fθ and f ˚dθ “ dλ f ^θ `λ f dθ .
Then one has
f ˚pα^θ q “ f ˚α^ f ˚θ “ λ f f ˚α^θ P tγ^θu.
This means f ˚ptγ^θuq Ď tγ^θu. Furthermore
f ˚pα^θ `β ^dθ q “ f ˚α^ f ˚θ ` f ˚β ^ f ˚dθ
“ λ f f ˚α^θ ` f ˚β ^pdλ f ^θ `λ f dθ q
“ pλ f f ˚α` f ˚β ^dλ f q^θ `λ f f ˚β ^dθ P Ik
for α PΩk´1 and β PΩk´2. This means that f ˚pIkq Ď Ik.
Definition 3.2.3. Recall the equivalence class in Notation 2.1.8:
Ωk
tγ^θu –
 
β PΩk; β “ 0 or β ^θ ‰ 0(“Źkh1 where rαstγ^θu is an element in
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this equivalence class. Then consider a smooth contact map f : Hn Ñ Hn. We
define a pullback on such equivalence class as
f ˚ : Ω
k
tγ^θu Ñ
Ωk
tγ^θu ,
where
f ˚prαstγ^θuq :“ r f ˚pαqstγ^θu, rαstγ^θu P Ω
k
tγ^θu .
This definition is well posed, as follows from the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2.4. Consider a smooth contact map f : Hn Ñ Hn and tγ ^θu “ tγ ^
θ ; γ PΩk´1u. Then we have
rαstγ^θu “ rβ stγ^θuñ f ˚prαstγ^θuq “ f ˚prβ stγ^θuq.
Proof. By definition of equivalence class we have that rαstγ^θu“ rβ stγ^θu means
β ´α P tγ^θu,
which, by Lemma 3.2.2, implies
f ˚β ´ f ˚α “ f ˚pβ ´αq P tγ^θu,
which, again by definition, means
r f ˚pαqstγ^θu “ r f ˚pβ qstγ^θu.
The claim follows by the definition of pushforward in this equivalence class.
Definition 3.2.5. Consider another equivalence class as given in Observation 2.1.9:
Ωk
tγ^θu
tβ^dθu “ Ω
k
Ik and consider a smooth contact map f : H
n Ñ Hn. Again there is a
pushforward defined as
f ˚ : Ω
k
Ik
Ñ Ω
k
Ik
,
where
f ˚prαsIkq :“ r f ˚pαqsIk , rαsI˚ P
Ωk
Ik
.
Also this definition is well posed, as shown in the lemma below.
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Lemma 3.2.6. Consider a smooth contact map f :Hn ÑHn. Then we have
rαsIk “ rβ sIk ñ r f ˚pαqsIk “ r f ˚pβ qsIk .
Proof. By definition rαsIk “ rβ sIk means
β ´α P Ik,
which implies, by Lemma 3.2.2,
f ˚β ´ f ˚α “ f ˚pβ ´αq P Ik.
So
r f ˚pαqsIk “ r f ˚pβ qsIk .
After all these lemmas about lower order object in the Rumin comples, we show
here one on higher order spaces.
Lemma 3.2.7. Consider a smooth contact map f :Hn ÑHn. Then
f ˚pJkq Ď Jk.
Proof. By definition of Jk, α P Jk means
θ ^α “ 0 and dθ ^α “ 0.
Then
0“ f ˚pθ ^αq “ f ˚θ ^ f ˚α “ λ fθ ^ f ˚α,
which implies
θ ^ f ˚α “ 0.
Moreover,
0“ f ˚pdθ ^αq “ f ˚pdθ q^ f ˚α “ dpλ fθ q^ f ˚α
“ pdλ f ^θ q^ f ˚α`λ f dθ ^ f ˚α.
Since θ ^ f ˚α “ 0, we get that
dθ ^ f ˚α “ 0.
And, finally,
θ ^ f ˚α “ 0 and dθ ^ f ˚α “ 0, i.e. f ˚α P Jk.
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At last, we will prove a lemma regarding the case k “ n. After this we am finally
ready to prove the main theorem.
Lemma 3.2.8. Consider a smooth contact map f : Hn Ñ Hn. We know that, by
Lemma 2.1.10, every form rαstγ^θu P Ωntγ^θu has a unique lifting α˜ P Ωn so that
dα˜ P Jn`1. Then we have Ąf ˚α “ f ˚α˜.
Proof. Now we only have to prove the claim that Ąf ˚α “ f ˚α˜ .
Following the proof of Lemma 2.1.10, one knows that there exists a unique β PŹn´1h1 so that
α˜ “ α`β ^θ ,
and such β is the only one for which the following condition is satisfied:
θ ^
´
dα`p´1q|β |Lpβ q
¯
“ 0.
Thus one has that
f ˚α˜ “ f ˚α` f ˚pβ ^θ q “ f ˚α`λ f f ˚β ^θ .
On the other hand, one can repeat the lifting process for f ˚α P Ωntγ^θu –
Źnh1 (the
congruence tells that if α belongs to Ω
n
tγ^θu , so does f
˚).
Then there exists a unique γ so that
Ąf ˚α “ f ˚α` γ^θ ,
where, as before, such γ is the only one which satisfies
θ ^
´
d f ˚α`p´1q|γ|Lpγq
¯
“ 0. (3.1)
To prove the claim one needs to show that γ “ λ f f ˚β . We can substitute λ f f ˚β
in place of γ in the condition (3.1) and, by uniqueness, it is enough to show that
θ ^
´
d f ˚α`p´1q|λ f f˚β |Lpλ f f ˚β q
¯
“ 0. (3.2)
Indeed
dp f ˚αq “ f ˚pdαq “ f ˚
”
dα`L
´
p´1q|β |β
¯
´L
´
p´1q|β |β
¯ı
“ f ˚
´
dα`L
´
p´1q|β |β
¯¯
´ f ˚
´
L
´
p´1q|β |β
¯¯
.
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Then
θ ^d f ˚α “ θ ^ f ˚
´
dα`L
´
p´1q|β |β
¯¯
´θ ^ f ˚
´
L
´
p´1q|β |β
¯¯
“ λ´1f f ˚
´
θ ^
´
dα`p´1q|β |Lpβ q
¯¯
´p´1q|β |θ ^ f ˚ pLpβ qq .
Since θ ^
´
dα`p´1q|β |Lpβ q
¯
“ 0, we get
θ ^d f ˚α “´p´1q|β |θ ^ f ˚ pLpβ qq “ ´p´1q|β |θ ^ f ˚ pdθ ^β q
“ ´p´1q|β |θ ^ f ˚dθ ^ f ˚β “´p´1q|β |θ ^λ f dθ ^ f ˚β
“´p´1q|β |λ fθ ^dθ ^ f ˚β ,
where, in the second to last equality, we used that f ˚dθ “ d f ˚θ “ dpλ fθ q “
dλ f ^θ `λ f dθ .
On the other hand, since |λ f f ˚β | “ |β |,
θ ^
´
p´1q|λ f f˚β |Lpλ f f ˚β q
¯
“ p´1q|β |θ ^ `Lpλ f f ˚β q˘
“ p´1q|β |θ ^ `dθ ^λ f f ˚β˘
“ p´1q|β |λ fθ ^dθ ^ f ˚β .
This shows that equation (3.2) holds and thus ends the proof.
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. As the definition of Rumin complex is done by cases, we
will also divide this proof by cases. As one may expect, the case k “ n is the one
that requires more work.
First case: k ě n`1.
If k ě n` 1, then dQ “ d|Jk and we need to consider a differentual form α P Jk.
The we have
dQα “ dα on Jk.
So, since also f ˚ pαq P Jk, we can already conclude that
f ˚ pdQαq “ f ˚ pdαq “ d f ˚ pαq “ dQ f ˚ pαq .
Second case: k ă n.
For kă n, the definition says dQ prαsIkq “ rdαsIk for any α PΩk. Then, by Defin-
ition 3.2.5 of f ˚,
f ˚dQprαsIkq “ f ˚ prdαsIkq “ r f ˚dαsIk “ rd f ˚αsIk “ dQr f ˚αsIk “ dQ f ˚prαsIkq.
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Third and last case: k “ n.
We know that, by Lemma 2.1.10, every form rαstγ^θu P Ωntγ^θu has a unique lifting
α˜ PΩn so that dα˜ P Jn`1. Given this existence and unicity, we can now define the
following operator:
D˜ :
Ωn
tγ^θu Ñ J
n`1,
D˜
`rαstγ^θu˘ :“ dα˜.
By Lemma 3.2.8, we know that Ąf ˚α “ f ˚α˜ holds. Then
D˜ f ˚rαstγ^θu “ D˜r f ˚αstγ^θu “ d
´Ąf ˚α¯“ dp f ˚α˜q “ f ˚dα˜ “ f ˚D˜prαstγ^θuq.
In Definition 2.1.12, we posed the second-order differential operator D to be
DprαsInq “ dα˜ , which means
DprαsInq “ D˜
`rαstγ^θu˘ .
Then, since DrαsIn P Jn`1 and using the definitions of D and f ˚, as well as the
fact that f ˚D˜“ D˜ f ˚, we get
f ˚DrαsIn “ f ˚D˜
`rαstγ^θu˘“ D˜ f ˚ `rαstγ^θu˘“ D˜`r f ˚αstγ^θu˘
“ Dpr f ˚αsInq “ D f ˚rαsIn.
This concludes the proof.
3.3 Derivative of Compositions, Pushforward and
Pullback
In this section we start by writing the derivatives of composition of functions.
After that we will move to writing explicitely the pushforward and pullback by
such functions, in different situations. Unfortunately, if we ask only regularity but
no contact properties, the calculation becomes quite heavy and, since its meaning
is relative (as contactness is a natural assumption), we will not push this case after
the first derivatives. One can see section 1.D in [14] as a reference.
3.3.1 General Maps
First we introduce the following notation:
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Notation 3.3.1. Remember Notation 1.2.13 and let j “ 1, . . . ,2n. Define
w˜ j :“
#
wn` j, j “ 1, . . . ,n,
´w j´n, j “ n`1, . . . ,2n.
Then we have that
Wj “ Bw j ´
1
2
w˜ jBt , j “ 1, . . . ,2n.
Notation 3.3.2. Let f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C2HpHn,Rq‰2n`1.
Denote
Ap j, f q :“Wj f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qWj f l, j “ 1, . . . ,2n`1.
Lemma 3.3.3. Consider a map f : U ĎHn ÑHn, U open, f “ p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P“
C1pHn,Rq‰2n`1 and g :Hn Ñ R, g PC1pHn,Rq. Then
Wjpg˝ f q “
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq fWj f l`pT gq f
˜
Wj f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qWj f l
¸
“ p∇Hgq f ¨ pWj f 1, . . . ,Wj f 2nq`pT gq fAp j, f q,
(3.3)
for j “ 1, . . . ,2n`1. In particular, if n“ 1,$’&’%
Xpg˝ f q “ pXgq f X f 1`pY gq f X f 2`pT gq f
`
X f 3` 12
`
f 2X f 1´ f 1X f 2˘˘ ,
Y pg˝ f q “ pXgq fY f 1`pY gq fY f 2`pT gq f
`
Y f 3` 12
`
f 2Y f 1´ f 1Y f 2˘˘ ,
T pg˝ f q “ pXgq f T f 1`pY gq f T f 2`pT gq f
`
T f 3` 12
`
f 2T f 1´ f 1T f 2˘˘ .
Note that, with our regularity hypotheses, we are not ready to use the equality
T “ rWj,Wn` js, as the double derivative is not well-defined yet. We will do this
later when considering contact maps.
Proof of Lemma 3.3.3.
Wjpg˝ f q “
ˆ
Bw j ´
1
2
w˜ jBt
˙
pg˝ f q
“
2n`1ÿ
l“1
pBwl gq f Bw j f l´
1
2
w˜ j
2n`1ÿ
l“1
pBwl gq f Bt f l
“
2n`1ÿ
l“1
ˆ
Bw j f l´
1
2
w˜ jBt f l
˙
pBwl gq f “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
Wj f lpBwl gq f
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“
2nÿ
l“1
Wj f l
ˆ
Wlg` 12 w˜lT g
˙
f
`Wj f 2n`1pT gq f
“
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq fWj f l`pT gq f
˜
Wj f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qWj f l
¸
,
for j “ 1, . . . ,2n. In the case of j “ 2n`1,
T pg˝ f q “ Btpg˝ f q “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
pBwl gq f Bt f l
“
2nÿ
l“1
ˆ
Wlg` 12w˜lT g
˙
f
T f l`pT gq f T f 2n`1
“
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq f T f l`pT gq f
˜
T f 2n`1` 1
2
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qT f l
¸
.
Proposition 3.3.4. Let f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C1pHn,Rq‰2n`1.
Then
f˚Wj “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
xdwl, f˚WjyWl
“
2nÿ
l“1
Wj f lWl`
˜
Wj f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qWj f l
¸
T
“
2nÿ
l“1
Wj f lWl`Ap j, f qT,
(3.4)
for j “ 1, . . . ,2n`1. In particular, if n“ 1,
f˚X “xdx, f˚XyX `xdy, f˚XyY `xθ , f˚XyT
“X f 1X `X f 2Y `
ˆ
X f 3` 1
2
`
f 2X f 1´ f 1X f 2˘˙T, (3.5)
f˚Y “xdx, f˚Y yX `xdy, f˚Y yY `xθ , f˚Y yT
“Y f 1X `Y f 2Y `
ˆ
Y f 3` 1
2
`
f 2Y f 1´ f 1Y f 2˘˙T, (3.6)
f˚T “xdx, f˚T yX `xdy, f˚T yY `xθ , f˚T yT
“T f 1X `T f 2Y `
ˆ
T f 3` 1
2
`
f 2T f 1´ f 1T f 2˘˙T. (3.7)
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Proof. The proof follows immediately from Lemma 3.3.3 remembering that p f˚Wjqh“
Wjph˝ f q. Otherwise one can make the computation directly as following exactly
the same strategy as in Lemma 3.3.3:
f˚Wj “ f˚
ˆ
Bw j ´
1
2
w˜ jBt
˙
“
2n`1ÿ
l“1
Bw j f lBwl ´
1
2
w˜ j
2n`1ÿ
l“1
Bt f lBwl
“
2n`1ÿ
l“1
ˆ
Bw j f l´
1
2
w˜ jBt f l
˙
Bwl “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
Wj f lBwl
“
2nÿ
l“1
Wj f l
ˆ
Wl` 12w˜lT
˙
`Wj f 2n`1T
“
2nÿ
l“1
Wj f lWl`
˜
Wj f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lWj f l
¸
T,
for j “ 1, . . . ,2n. Similarly for f˚T .
3.3.2 Contact Maps
Remark 3.3.5. Recall that the Definition 3.1.4 of contact map says that
xθ , f˚Wjy “ 0, j “ 1, . . . ,2n.
Proposition 3.3.4 shows clearly that this is the same as asking
Ap j, f q “Wj f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qWj f l “ 0, j “ 1, . . . ,2n.
Example 3.3.6. In Example 3.1.7 we promised to prove that the anisotropic dila-
tion
δrpw1, . . . ,w2n,w2n`1q “ prw1, . . . ,rw2n,r2w2n`1q
is a contact map. In other words, we have to show that Ap j,δrqpwq “ 0 for j “
1, . . . ,2n. Indeed
Ap j,δrqpwq “Wjδ 2n`1r pwq` 12
2nÿ
l“1
rw˜lpδrqspwqWjδ lr pwq
“
ˆ
Bw j´ 12 w˜ jBw2n`1
˙
pr2w2n`1q` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lprwq
ˆ
Bw j´ 12w˜ jBw2n`1
˙
prwlq
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“´1
2
w˜ jr2` 12rw˜ j ¨ r “ 0.
For completeness we show also that Ap2n`1,δrqpwq ‰ 0, indeed:
Ap2n`1,δrqpwq “W2n`1δ 2n`1r pwq` 12
2nÿ
l“1
rw˜lpδrqspwqW2n`1δ lr pwq
“ `Bw2n`1˘pr2w2n`1q` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lprwq
`Bw2n`1˘prwlq “ r2 ‰ 0.
Notation 3.3.7. Let f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C2HpHn,Rq‰2n`1.
Denote
λ p j, f q :“
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f lWn` j f n`l´Wn` j f lWj f n`l
¯
, j “ 1, . . . ,n.
Lemma 3.3.8. Let f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, be a contact map, f “p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P“
C2HpHn,Rq
‰2n`1. Then, for j “ 1, . . . ,n,
Ap2n`1, f q“T f 2n`1` 1
2
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qT f l “
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f lWn` j f n`l´Wn` j f lWj f n`l
¯
“ λ p j, f q.
In particular, for n“ 1, one has j “ 1 and
Ap3, f q “ T f 3` 1
2
`
f 2T f 1´ f 1T f 2˘“ `X f 1Y f 2´Y f 1X f 2˘“ λ p1, f q.
Proof.
Ap2n`1, f q “ T f 2n`1` 1
2
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qT f l “
“`WjWn` j´Wn` jWj˘ f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f q
`
WjWn` j´Wn` jWj
˘
f l
“WjWn` j f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qWjWn` j f l´Wn` jWj f 2n`1´ 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qWn` jWj f l
“Wj
˜
Wn` j f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qWn` j f l
¸
´ 1
2
2nÿ
l“1
Wjw˜lp f qWn` j f l
´Wn` j
˜
Wj f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qWj f l
¸
` 1
2
2nÿ
l“1
Wn` jw˜lp f qWj f l
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“Wj pApn` j, f qq´ 12
2nÿ
l“1
Wjw˜lp f qWn` j f l´Wn` j pAp j, f qq` 12
2nÿ
l“1
Wn` jw˜lp f qWj f l
“´ 1
2
2nÿ
l“1
Wjw˜lp f qWn` j f l` 12
2nÿ
l“1
Wn` jw˜lp f qWj f l
“´ 1
2
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f n`lWn` j f l´Wj f lWn` j f n`l
¯
` 1
2
nÿ
l“1
´
Wn`l f n`lWj f l´Wn` j f lWj f n`l
¯
“
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f lWn` j f n`l´Wn` j f lWj f n`l
¯
“ λ p j, f q.
The lemma shows clearly that λ p j, f q does not actually depend on j, so from this
point we can write λ p f q “ λ p j, f q.
Lemma 3.3.9. Consider a contact map f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P“
C1pHn,Rq‰2n`1 and a map g :Hn Ñ R, g PC1pHn,Rq.
Then, given the definition of contactness, it follows immediately from Lemma
3.3.3 that
Wjpg˝ f q “
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq fWj f l
“ p∇Hgq f ¨ pWj f 1, . . . ,Wj f 2nq.
(3.8)
If n“ 1, they become#
Xpg˝ f q “ pXgq f X f 1`pY gq f X f 2,
Y pg˝ f q “ pXgq fY f 1`pY gq fY f 2.
Lemma 3.3.10. Consider a contact map f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P“
C1pHn,Rq‰2n`1 and a map g :Hn Ñ R, g PC1pHn,Rq. Then
∇Hpg˝ f q “ f T˚ p∇Hgq f . (3.9)
Proof. Consider a horizontal vector V and compute the scalar product of the Heis-
enberg gradient of the composition (which is horizontal by definition) against such
vector V .
x∇Hpg˝ f q,V yH “ xdQpg˝ f q|V y.
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Note that here we can substitute d to dQ (and viceversa) because the last com-
ponent of the differential does not play any role as the computation regards only
horizontal objects. Formally we have
xdφ |V y “x
nÿ
j“1
`
X jφdx j`Y jφdy j
˘`Tφθ | nÿ
j“1
`
VjX j`Vn` jYj
˘y
“x
nÿ
j“1
`
X jφdx j`Yjφdy j
˘ | nÿ
j“1
`
VjX j`Vn` jYj
˘y
“xdQφ |V y.
We can also repeat this below for f˚V below, since f˚V is still a horizontal vector
field. Then
x∇Hpg˝ f q,V yH “xdQpg˝ f q|V y “ xdpg˝ f q|V y “ pg˝ f q˚pV q
“ppg˚q f ˝ f˚qpV q “ pdgq f p f˚V q “ xpdgq f | f˚V y
“xpdQgq f | f˚V y “ xp∇Hgq f , f˚V yH “ x f T˚ p∇Hgq f ,V yH .
Then, since V is a general horizontal vector,
∇Hpg˝ f q “ f T˚ p∇Hgq f .
Remark 3.3.11. Equation (3.9) can be rewritten as
∇Hpg˝ f q “ pX1g, . . . ,Xng,Y1g, . . . ,Yngq f ¨
¨˚
˝ X1 f 1 . . . Xn f 1 Y1 f 1 . . . Yn f 1... ... ... ...
X1 f 2n . . . Xn f 2n Y1 f 2n . . . Yn f 2n
‹˛‚.
Next we show the double derivative of the composition of two functions. By
Lemma 3.3.8, we will find our previous expression for T .
Lemma 3.3.12. Consider a contact map f :U ĎHnÑHn, U open, f “p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P“
C1pHn,Rq‰2n`1 and a map g :Hn Ñ R, g PC2HpHn,Rq. For j, i P t1, . . . ,2nu one
has:
WjWipg˝ f q “
2nÿ
l“1
«˜
2nÿ
h“1
pWhWlgq f Wj f h
¸
Wi f l`pWlgq f WjWi f l
ff
,
(3.10)
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T pg˝ f q “
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq f T f l`pT gq f
nÿ
l“1
´
Wh f lWn`h f n`l´Wn`h f lWh f n`l
¯
“
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq f T f l`pT gq fλ ph, f q.
(3.11)
In case n“ 1, one gets
T pg˝ f q “XgT f 1`Y gT f 2`λ p1, f qT g, (3.12)
where λ p1, f q :“ X f 1Y f 2´Y f 1X f 2.
Proof. Remember that
Wjpg˝ f q “
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq f Wj f l.
Then
WjWipg˝ f q “
2nÿ
l“1
Wj
´
pWlg˝ f qWi f l
¯
“
2nÿ
l“1
”
Wj pWlg˝ f qWi f l`pWlgq f WjWi f l
ı
“
2nÿ
l“1
«
2nÿ
h“1
´
pWhWlgq f Wj f h
¯
Wi f l`pWlgq f WjWi f l
ff
.
T pg˝ f q “`WjWn` j´Wn` jWj˘pg˝ f q
“
2nÿ
l“1
«˜
2nÿ
h“1
pWhWlgq f Wj f h
¸
Wn` j f l`pWlgq f WjWn` j f l
´
˜
2nÿ
h“1
pWhWlgq f Wn` j f h
¸
Wj f l´pWlgq f Wn` jWj f l
ff
,
“
2nÿ
l“1
«
2nÿ
h“1
pWhWlgq f
´
Wj f hWn` j f l´Wn` j f hWj f l
¯
`pWlgq f T f l
ff
“
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq f T f l`
2nÿ
l,h“1
pWhWlgq f
´
Wj f hWn` j f l´Wn` j f hWj f l
¯
.
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Note that every time that l “ h, the corresponding term is zero. Furthermore the
term corresponding to a pair pl,hq is the same as the one of the pair ph, lq with a
change of sign. Then we can rewrite as
T pg˝ f q “
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq f T f l`
2nÿ
l,h“1
lăh
pWhWlg´WlWhgq f
´
Wj f hWn` j f l´Wn` j f hWj f l
¯
.
Then notice that all the terms in the second sum are zero apart from when h“ n` l.
So we can finally write
T pg˝ f q “
2nÿ
l“1
pWlgq f T f l`pT gq f
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f lWn` j f n`l´Wn` j f lWj f n`l
¯
.
Proposition 3.3.13. Consider a contact map f : U Ď Hn Ñ Hn, U open, f “
p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C1pHn,Rq‰2n`1. Then the pushforward matrix can be written
as
f˚ “
¨˚
˚˝˚W1 f 1 . . . W2n f 1 W2n`1 f 1... ... ...
W1 f 2n . . . W2n f 2n W2n`1 f 2n
0 . . . 0 λ ph, f q
‹˛‹‹‚,
with h P t1, . . . ,nu. This is the same as writing
f˚Wj “
2nÿ
l“1
xdwl, f˚WjyWl “
2nÿ
l“1
Wj f lWl, j “ 1, . . . ,2n, (3.13)
f˚T “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
xdwl, f˚T yWl
“
2nÿ
l“1
T f lWl`
nÿ
l“1
´
Wh f lWn`h f n`l´Wn`h f lWh f n`l
¯
T
“
2nÿ
l“1
T f lWl`λ ph, f qT.
(3.14)
In particular, if n“ 1, we have:
f˚ “
¨˝
X f 1 Y f 1 T f 1
X f 2 Y f 2 T f 2
0 0 λ p1, f q
‚˛, i.e.,
$’&’%
f˚X “ X f 1X `X f 2Y,
f˚Y “ Y f 1X `Y f 2Y,
f˚T “ T f 1X `T f 2Y `λ p1, f qT.
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Proof. The proof of equation (3.13) comes immediately from the definition of
contactness. To prove equation (3.14), we can use Proposition 3.3.4 together with
Lemma 3.3.8. Instead, if we want to show the proof directly, we just need to work
exactly as in the proof of equation (3.11).
In the same way, since x f ˚ω |vy “ xω | f˚vy, we have an equivalent proposition for
the pullback.
Proposition 3.3.14. Consider a contact map f : U Ď Hn Ñ Hn, U open, f “
p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C1pHn,Rq‰2n`1. Then
f ˚ “ p f˚qT “
¨˚
˚˝˚ W1 f 1 . . . W1 f 2n 0... ... ...
W2n f 1 . . . W2n f 2n 0
W2n`1 f 1 . . . W2n`1 f 2n λ ph, f q
‹˛‹‹‚,
with h P t1, . . . ,nu. This is the same as writing
f ˚dw j “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
x f ˚dw j,Wlydwl “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
Wl f jdwl, j “ 1, . . . ,2n, (3.15)
f ˚θ “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
x f ˚θ ,Wlydwl “ x f ˚θ ,T yθ “ λ ph, f qθ . (3.16)
In particular, if n“ 1 we have:
f ˚ “ p f˚qT “
¨˝
X f 1 X f 2 0
Y f 1 Y f 2 0
T f 1 T f 2 λ p1, f q
‚˛, i.e.,
$’&’%
f ˚dx“ X f 1dx`Y f 1dy`T f 1θ ,
f ˚dy“ X f 2dx`Y f 2dy`T f 2θ ,
f ˚θ “ λ p1, f qθ .
3.3.3 Contact diffeomorphisms
Lemma 3.3.15. Let f : U ĎHn ÑHn, U open, be a contact diffeomorphism such
that f “ p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C1pHn,Rq‰2n`1. Then
f˚T P spantTu,
or equivalently, given equation (3.14),
xdw j, f˚T y “ T f j “ 0,
for all j“ 1, . . . ,2n. Furthermore, for a diffeomorphism f the matrix p f˚qmust be
invertible, so we get that λ ph, f q “ T f 2n`1 ‰ 0, with h“ 1, . . . ,n.
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Proof. Since f is a diffeomorphism, it admits an inverse mapping and therefore
the matrix p f˚q must be invertible. In particular, this means that λ ph, f q ‰ 0, with
h“ 1, . . . ,n.
Again since f is a diffeomorphism, f˚ : h ÞÑ h is a linear isomorphism. By con-
tactness, we have that
f˚|h1 : h1 Ñ h1,
which is still an isomorphism. Hence, since the lie algebra divides as h“ h1‘h2,
also
f˚|h2 : h2 Ñ h2
is a linear isomorphism and the dimensions of domain and codomain must coin-
cide and be 1. Then
f˚T P spantTu “ h2.
Observation 3.3.16. Let f : U ĎHn ÑHn, U open, be a contact diffeomorphism
such that f “ p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C2HpHn,Rq‰2n`1. Lemma 3.3.8 then becomes
T f 2n`1 “
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f lWn` j f n`l´Wn` j f lWj f n`l
¯
“ λ p j, f q
j “ 1, . . . ,n. Then Lemma 3.3.15 says that$’&’%
xθ , f˚Wjy “ 0,
xdw j, f˚T y “ 0,
j “ 1, . . . ,2n,
i.e.,
$’&’%
Ap j, f q “Wj f 2n`1` 12
ř2n
l“1 w˜lp f qWj f l “ 0,
T f j “ 0,
j “ 1, . . . ,2n,
Remark 3.3.17. Let f : U ĎHnÑHn, U open, be a contact diffeomorphism such
that f “ p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C2HpHn,Rq‰2n`1. Then equation (3.11) becomes
T pg˝ f q “ pT gq f T f 2n`1.
Proposition 3.3.18. Let f : U ĎHn ÑHn, U open, be a contact diffeomorphism
such that f “ p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C2HpHn,Rq‰2n`1. Then
f˚ “
¨˚
˚˝˚W1 f 1 . . . W2n f 1 0... ... ...
W1 f 2n . . . W2n f 2n 0
0 . . . 0 T f 2n`1
‹˛‹‹‚.
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This is the same as writing
f˚Wj “
2nÿ
l“1
xdwl, f˚WjyWl “
2nÿ
l“1
Wj f lWl, j “ 1, . . . ,2n, (3.17)
f˚T “ xdθ , f˚T yT
“
nÿ
l“1
´
Wh f lWn`h f n`l´Wn`h f lWh f n`l
¯
T
“ T f 2n`1T.
(3.18)
In particular, if n“ 1 we have:
f˚ “
¨˝
X f 1 Y f 1 0
X f 2 Y f 2 0
0 0 T f 3
‚˛, i.e.,
$’&’%
f˚X “ X f 1X `X f 2Y,
f˚Y “ Y f 1X `Y f 2Y,
f˚T “ T f 3T,
with T f 3 “ X f 1Y f 2´X f 2Y f 1.
In the same way again,
Proposition 3.3.19. Let f : U ĎHn ÑHn, U open, be a contact diffeomorphism
such that f “ p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C2HpHn,Rq‰2n`1. Then
f ˚ “ p f˚qT “
¨˚
˚˝˚W1 f 1 . . . W1 f 2n 0... ... ...
W2n f 1 . . . W2n f 2n 0
0 . . . 0 T 2n`1
‹˛‹‹‚.
This is the same as writing
f ˚dw j “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
x f ˚dw j,Wlydwl “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
Wl f jdwl, j “ 1, . . . ,2n, (3.19)
f ˚θ “
2n`1ÿ
l“1
x f ˚θ ,Wlydwl “ x f ˚θ ,T yθ “ λ ph, f qθ . (3.20)
In particular, if n“ 1 we have:
f ˚ “ p f˚qT “
¨˝
X f 1 X f 2 0
Y f 1 Y f 2 0
0 0 T f 3
‚˛, i.e.,
$’&’%
f ˚dx“ X f 1dx`Y f 1dy,
f ˚dy“ X f 2dx`Y f 2dy,
f ˚θ “ T f 3θ ,
with T f 3 “ X f 1Y f 2´X f 2Y f 1.
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3.3.4 Higher Order
Lemma 3.3.20. Let f : U Ď Hn Ñ Hn, U open, be a contact map such that f “
p f 1, . . . , f 2n`1q P “C2HpHn,Rq‰2n`1. Then
Wjpλ p f qq “
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f n`lT f l´T f n`lWj f l
¯
“
2nÿ
l“1
Wjpw˜lp f qqT f l.
In the case n“ 1 we get
Xpλ p f qq “ X f 1T f 2´T f 1X f 2 and Y pλ p f qq “ Y f 1T f 2´T f 1Y f 2.
Proof. Observe first then
T p f lWj f n`lq “ T f lWj f n`l` f lTWj f n`l “ T f lWj f n`l` f lWjT f n`l,
which means
´ f lWjT f n`l “´T p f lWj f n`lq`T f lWj f n`l.
Likewise we have
f n`lWjT f l “ T p f n`lWj f lq´T f n`lWj f l.
Then
Wjpλ ph, f qq “
“Wj
˜
T f 2n`1` 1
2
2nÿ
l“1
w˜lp f qT f l
¸
“WjT f 2n`1` 12
2nÿ
l“1
´
Wjpw˜lp f qqT f l` w˜lp f qWjT f l
¯
“WjT f 2n`1` 12
nÿ
l“1
´
Wjpw˜lp f qqT f l` w˜lp f qWjT f l`Wjpw˜n`lp f qqT f n`l` w˜n`lp f qWjT f n`l
¯
“WjT f 2n`1` 12
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f n`lT f l` f n`lWjT f l´Wj f lT f n`l´ f lWjT f n`l
¯
“TWj f 2n`1` 12
nÿ
l“1
´
T p f n`lWj f lq´T p f lWj f n`lq
¯
`
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f n`lT f l´T f n`lWj f l
¯
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“
nÿ
l“1
´
Wj f n`lT f l´T f n`lWj f l
¯
“
2nÿ
l“1
Wjpw˜lp f qqT f l,
where we use TWj f 2n`1` 12
řn
l“1
`
T p f n`lWj f lq´T p f lWj f n`lq
˘“ T pAp j, f qq “
0.
From this point to the end of the chapter we will consider n “ 1. The choice is
not only of notational convenience, as in the other cases the computation becomes
more problematic and the results do not allow an easy interpretation.
Proposition 3.3.21. Let f : U Ď H1 Ñ H1, U open, be a contact map such that
f “ p f 1, f 2, f 3q P “C2HpH1,Rq‰3. Then the pushforward matrix in the basis tX ^
Y,X ^T,Y ^Tu is
f˚ “
¨˝
λ p f q Xpλ p f qq Y pλ p f qq
0 X f 1λ p f q Y f 1λ p f q
0 X f 2λ p f q Y f 2λ p f q
‚˛, i.e.,
f˚pX ^Y q “ λ p f qX ^Y, (3.21)
f˚pX ^T q “ Xpλ p f qqX ^Y `X f 1λ p f qX ^T `X f 2λ p f qY ^T, (3.22)
f˚pY ^T q “ Y pλ p f qqX ^Y `Y f 1λ p f qX ^T `Y f 2λ p f qY ^T, (3.23)
and
f˚pX ^Y ^T q “λ p f q2X ^Y ^T. (3.24)
Likewise, the pullback is:
f ˚ “ p f˚qT “
¨˝
λ p f q 0 0
Xpλ p f qq X f 1λ p f q X f 2λ p f q
Y pλ p f qq Y f 1λ p f q Y f 2λ p f q
‚˛, i.e.,
f ˚pdx^dyq “ λ p f qdx^dy`Xpλ p f qqdx^θ `Y pλ p f qqdy^θ , (3.25)
f ˚pdx^θ q “ X f 1λ p f qdx^θ `Y f 1λ p f qdy^θ , (3.26)
f ˚pdy^θ q “ X f 2λ p f qdx^θ `Y f 2λ p f qdy^θ , (3.27)
and
f ˚pdx^dy^θ q “λ p f q2dx^dy^θ . (3.28)
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Proof.
f˚pX ^Y q “ f˚X ^ f˚Y “ pX f 1Y f 2´Y f 1X f 2qX ^Y “ λ p1, f qX ^Y.
f˚pX ^T q “ f˚X ^ f˚T “ pX f 1T f 2´T f 1X f 2qX ^Y
`X f 1
ˆ
T f 3` 1
2
f 2T f 1´ 1
2
f 1T f 2
˙
X ^T
`X f 2
ˆ
T f 3` 1
2
f 2T f 1´ 1
2
f 1T f 2
˙
Y ^T
“Xpλ p1, f qqX ^Y `X f 1λ p1, f qX ^T `X f 2λ p1, f qY ^T.
f˚pY ^T q “ f˚Y ^ f˚T “ pY f 1T f 2´T f 1Y f 2qX ^Y
`Y f 1
ˆ
T f 3` 1
2
f 2T f 1´ 1
2
f 1T f 2
˙
X ^T
`Y f 2
ˆ
T f 3` 1
2
f 2T f 1´ 1
2
f 1T f 2
˙
Y ^T
“Y pλ p1, f qqX ^Y `Y f 1λ p1, f qX ^T `Y f 2λ p1, f qY ^T.
f˚pX ^Y ^T q “ f˚X ^ f˚Y ^ f˚T
“pX f 1Y f 2´Y f 1X f 2q
ˆ
T f 3` 1
2
f 2T f 1´ 1
2
f 1T f 2
˙
X ^Y ^T
“λ p1, f q2X ^Y ^T.
f ˚pdx^dyq “ f ˚dx^ f ˚dy“ pX f 1Y f 2´Y f 1X f 2qdx^dy
`pX f 1T f 2´T f 1X f 2qdx^θ `pY f 1T f 2´T f 1Y f 2qdy^θ
“λ p1, f qdx^dy`Xpλ p1, f qqdx^θ `Y pλ p1, f qqdy^θ .
f ˚pdx^θ q “X f 1
ˆ
T f 3´ 1
2
f 1T f 2` 1
2
f 2T f 1
˙
dx^θ
`Y f 1
ˆ
T f 3´ 1
2
f 1T f 2` 1
2
f 2T f 1
˙
dy^θ
“X f 1λ p1, f qdx^θ `Y f 1λ p1, f qdy^θ .
f ˚pdy^θ q “X f 2
ˆ
T f 3´ 1
2
f 1T f 2` 1
2
f 2T f 1
˙
dx^θ
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`Y f 2
ˆ
T f 3´ 1
2
f 1T f 2` 1
2
f 2T f 1
˙
dy^θ
“X f 2λ p1, f qdx^θ `Y f 2λ p1, f qdy^θ .
f ˚pdx^dy^θ q “pX f 1Y f 2´Y f 1X f 2q
ˆ
T f 3´ 1
2
f 1T f 2` 1
2
f 2T f 1
˙
dx^dy^θ
“λ p1, f q2dx^dy^θ .
Observation 3.3.22. Let f : U ĎH1 ÑH1, U open, be a contact diffeomorphism
such that f “ p f 1, f 2, f 3q P “C2HpH1,Rq‰3. Recall
λ p f q “ T f 3 “ X f 1Y f 2´X f 2Y f 1.
Given the conditions in Observation 3.3.16, Lemma 3.3.20 then becomes
Xpλ p f qq “ 0 and Y pλ p f qq “ 0.
Proposition 3.3.23. Let f : U Ď H1 Ñ H1, U open, be a contact diffeomorph-
ism such that f “ p f 1, f 2, f 3q P “C2HpH1,Rq‰3. In this case, Proposition 3.3.21
becomes
f˚ “
¨˝
T f 3 0 0
0 X f 1T f 3 Y f 1T f 3
0 X f 2T f 3 Y f 2T f 3
‚˛, i.e.,
$’&’%
f˚pX ^Y q “ T f 3X ^Y,
f˚pX ^T q “ X f 1T f 3X ^T `X f 2T f 3Y ^T,
f˚pY ^T q “ Y f 1T f 3X ^T `Y f 2T f 3Y ^T,
and
f˚pX ^Y ^T q “ pT f 3q2X ^Y ^T. (3.29)
Likewise, the pullback is:
f ˚ “ p f˚qT “
¨˝
T f 3 0 0
0 X f 1T f 3 X f 2T f 3
0 Y f 1T f 3 Y f 2T f 3
‚˛, i.e.,
$’&’%
f ˚pdx^dyq “ T f 3dx^dy,
f ˚pdx^θ q “ X f 1T f 3dx^θ `Y f 1T f 3dy^θ ,
f ˚pdy^θ q “ X f 2T f 3dx^θ `Y f 2T f 3dy^θ ,
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and
f ˚pdx^dy^θ q “ pT f 3q2dx^dy^θ . (3.30)
Remark 3.3.24. Note that so far we never considered the Rumin cohomology but
only the definitions of pushforward and pullback on the whole algebra and the
notions of contactness and diffeomorphicity. In the Rumin cohomology, as we
described in the previous chapter, some differential forms (and subsequently their
dual vectors) are either zero in the equivalence class or do not appear at all. For
n“ 1 these are: T , X ^Y ,θ and dx^dy.
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Chapter 4
Orientability
The objective of this chapter is to give a definition of orientability in the Heis-
enberg sense and to study which surfaces can be called orientable in such sense.
One reason to study orientability is that it is possible to define it using the co-
homology of differential forms. As we have seen so far, the Rumin cohomology
is different from the (usual) Riemannian one, so one can naturally ask how will
the orientability change in this prospective. There are, however, other reasons:
orientability plays an important role in the theory of currents. Currents are linear
functionals on the space of differential forms and can be identified, with some hy-
potheses, with regular surfaces. This creates an important bridge between analysis
and geometry. Such surfaces are usually orientable but not always: in Riemannian
geometry there exists a notion of currents (currents mod 2) made for surfaces that
are not necessarily orientable (see, for instance, [17]). Also in the Heisenberg
group regular orientable surfaces can be associated to currents, but this happens
with different hypothesis than the Riemannian case and it is not clear whether it
is meaningful to study currents mod 2 in this setting. We will show that also in
the Heisenberg group there exists non-orientable surfaces with enough regularity
to be associated to currents. This means that, also in the Heisenberg group, it is a
meaningful task to study currents mod 2.
First we will state the definitions of H-regularity for low dimensional and low
codimensional surfaces. The main reference in this section is [8]. Next we will
show that there exist surfaces with the property of being both H-regular and non-
orientable in the Euclidean sense. Then we will introduce the notion of Heis-
enberg orientability (H-orientability) and prove that, under left translations and
anisotropic dilations, H-regularity is invariant for 1-codimensional surfaces and
H-orientability is invariant for H-regular 1-codimensional surfaces. Finally, we
show how the two notions of orientability are related, concluding that non-H-
orientable H-regular surfaces exist, at least when n“ 1.
The idea is to consider a “Mo¨bius strip”-like surface as target. We will restrict
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ourselves and take S, a 1-codimensional surface in Hn, to be C1-Euclidean, with
CpSq “ ∅, where CpSq is defined as the set of characteristic points of S, meaning
points where S fails to respect theH-regularity condition. These hypotheses imply
that S isH-regular. All these terms will be made precise below. We will then show
that it is possible to build such S to be a “Mo¨bius strip”-like surface.
4.1 H-regularity in Hn
We state here the definitions of H-regularity for low dimension and low codimen-
sion. The terminology comes from Subsection 1.2.1. The main reference in this
section is [8].
Definition 4.1.1 (See 3.1 in [8]). Let 1 ď k ď n. A subset S Ď Hn is a H-regular
k-dimensional surface if for all p P S there exists a neighbourhood U P Up, an
open set V Ď Rk and a function ϕ : V Ñ U , ϕ P rC1HpV,Uqs2n`1 injective with
dHϕ injective such that SXU “ ϕpV q.
Definition 4.1.2 (See 3.2 in [8]). Let 1 ď k ď n. A subset S Ď Hn is a H-regular
k-codimensional surface if for all p P S there exists a neighbourhood U P Up and
a function f : U Ñ Rk, f P rC1HpU,Rkqsk, such that ∇H f1^¨¨ ¨^∇H fk ‰ 0 on U
and SXU “ t f “ 0u.
We will almost always work with the codimensional definition, that is, the surfaces
of higher dimension.
If a surface is H-regular, it is natural to associate to it, locally, a normal and a
tanget vector:
Definition 4.1.3. Consider aH-regular k-codimensional surface S and p P S. Then
the (horizontal) normal k-vector field nH,p is defined as
nH,p :“
∇H f1 p^¨¨ ¨^∇H fk p
|∇H f1 p^¨¨ ¨^∇H fk p| P
ľ
k,p
h1.
In a natural way, the tangent p2n`1´ kq-vector field tH,p is defined as its dual:
tH,p :“ ˚nH,p P
ľ
2n`1´k,ph,
where the Hodge operator ˚ appears in Definition 1.2.26.
Notation 4.1.4. We defined the regularity of a surface in the Heisenberg sense.
When considering the regularity of a surface in the Euclidean sense, we will say
Ck-regular in the Euclidean sense or Ck-Euclidean for short.
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Lemma 4.1.5. Let S be a C1-Euclidean surface in R2n`1 “Hn. Then dimHcc S “
Q´1“ 2n`1 if and only if dimHE S “ 2n.
Hence, from now on we may consider a C1-Euclidean surface S and ask it to be
1-codimensional without further specifications.
Proof of Lemma 4.1.5. Consider first dimHcc S “ 2n` 1. The Hausdorff dimen-
sion of S with respect of the Euclidean distance is equal to the dimension of the
tangent plane, which is well defined everywhere by hypothesis; hence such di-
mension is an integer. By theorems 2.4-2.6 (and fig. 2) in [3] or by [2] (for H1
only), one has that:
maxtk,2k´2nu ď dimHcc S ďmint2k,k`1u,
with k :“ dimHE S.
Let’s first we check the minimum: if 2k ď k`1, then k ď 1 and
maxtk,2k´2nu ď 2n`1ď 2k ď 2,
which is impossible because 2n` 1 ě 3. So k` 1 ď 2k and the minimum is de-
cided. For the maximum, if k ď 2k´ 2n, then k ě 2n and so either k “ 2n or
k “ 2n`1. But then
2k´2nď 2n`1pď k`1q,
which says that 2kď 2n`1; this is verified only if k“ 2n. The second case of the
maximum is 2k´2nď k, meaning k ď 2n. In this case
k ď 2n`1ď k`1,
which again says that the only possibility is k “ 2n.
On the other hand, if we consider a C1-Euclidean surface S inR2n`1 with dimHE S“
2n (an hypersurface in the Euclidean sense), then it follows (see page 64 in [1] or
[11]) that dimHcc S “ 2n`1.
Definition 4.1.6. Denote TpS the space of vectors tangent to S at the point p.
Define the characteristic set CpSq of a surface S ĎHn as
CpSq :“  p P S; TpS Ď h1,p( .
To say that a point p PCpSq is the same as saying that nH,p“ 0, which says that, for
the k-codimensional case, it is not possible to find a map f such as in Definition
4.1.2. Viceversa, p RCpSq if nH,p ‰ 0.
Observation 4.1.7 (1.1 in [1] and 2.16 in [15]). The set of characteristic points of
a k-codimensional surface S ĎHn has always measure zero:
H2n`2´kcc pCpSqq “ 0.
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Observation 4.1.8. [See page195 in [8]] Consider a C1-Euclidean surface S with
CpSq “∅. It follows that S is a H-regular surface in Hn.
Proof. Since S is C1-Euclidean, it can be written as
S “CpSqYpS zCpSqq ,
where S z CpSq is H-regular by definition of CpSq. Since CpSq “ ∅, S is also
H-regular.
4.2 The Mo¨bius Strip in H1
In this section we show that there existH-regular surfaces which are non-orientable
in the Euclidean sense. We prove it for a “Mo¨bius strip”-like surface. This res-
ult will be crucial later on. We define precisely the orientability in the Euclidean
sense later in Definition 4.3.3; we will not use the notion in this section but only
the knowledge that the Mo¨bius strip is not orientable.
Let M be any Mo¨bius strip. Is whether CpMq “∅? Or, if this is not possible, is
there a surface ĎMĎM, ĎM still non-orientable in the Euclidean sense, such that
CpĎMq “∅?
We will make this question more precise and everything will be proved carefully.
Our strategy will be the following: considering one specific parametrization of
the Mo¨bius strip M, we show that there is only at most one characteristic point p¯.
Therefore the surface ĎM :“M zUp¯,
where Up¯ is a neighbourhood of p¯ taken with smooth boundary, is indeed C1-
Euclidean with CpĎMq “ ∅ and non-orientable in the Euclidean sense. In par-
ticular, to prove the existence of ĎM, some steps are needed: 1. parametrize the
Mo¨bius strip M as γpr,sq, 2. write the two tangent vectors~γr and~γs in Heisenberg
coordinates, 3. compute the components of the normal vector field ~N “~γrˆH~γs
and 4. compute on which points both the first and second components are not zero.
Consider a fixed R P R` and w P R` so that wă R. Then consider the map
γ : r0,2piqˆ r´w,ws Ñ R3
defined as follows
γpr,sq :“ pxpr,sq,ypr,sq, tpr,sqq
“
´”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr,
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr, ssin
´ r
2
¯¯
.
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This is indeed the parametrization of a Mo¨bius strip of half-width w with midcircle
of radius R in R3. We can pose then M :“ γ pr0,2piqˆ r´w,wsq Ď R3.
Proposition 4.2.1. Let M be the Mo¨bius strip parametrised by the curve γ . Then
M contains at most only one characteristic point p¯ and so there exists a 1-codimensional
surface ĎMĎM, p¯ R ĎM, ĎM still non-orientable in the Euclidean sense, such that
CpĎMq “∅.
This says that ĎM is aH-regular surface (by Observation 4.1.8) and is non-orientable
in the Euclidean sense. The proof will follow after some lemmas.
Lemma 4.2.2 (Step 1.). Consider the parametrization γ . The two tangent vector
fields of γ , in the basis tBx,By,Btu, are
~γrpr,sq “
ˆ
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr,
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr,
s
2
cos
´ r
2
¯˙
,
and
~γspr,sq “
´
cos
´ r
2
¯
cosr, cos
´ r
2
¯
sinr, sin
´ r
2
¯¯
.
Lemma 4.2.3 (Step 2.). Consider the parametrization γ . The two tangent vector
fields~γr and~γs can be written in Heisenberg coordinates as:
~γrpr,sq “
ˆ
´1
2
ssin
´ r
2
¯
cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr
˙
X
`
ˆ
´ 1
2
ssin
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr
˙
Y
`
ˆ
s
1
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2
˙
T,
and
~γspr,sq “cos
´ r
2
¯
cosrX ` cos
´ r
2
¯
sinrY ` sin
´ r
2
¯
T.
The computation is at Observations E.1 and E.2.
Call ~Npr,sq “ ~N1pr,sqX`~N2pr,sqY `~N3pr,sqT the normal vector field ofM. Such
vector is given by the cross product of the two tangent vector fields~γr and~γs. Spe-
cifically:
~N “ ~N1X `~N2Y `~N3T “~γrˆH~γs “
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“
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
X Y T
´scosr sin r2
2 ´
“
R` scos r2
‰
sinr ´ssinr sin
r
2
2 `
“
R` scos r2
‰
cosr scos
r
2
2 ´ r
R`scos r2s2
2
cos
` r
2
˘
cosr cos
` r
2
˘
sinr sin
` r
2
˘
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Lemma 4.2.4 (Step 3.). Consider ~Npr,sq “ ~N1pr,sqX `~N2pr,sqY `~N3pr,sqT the
normal vector field of M. A calculation shows that:
~N1 “´ 12ssinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr sin
´ r
2
¯
`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
sinr,
~N2 “
ˆ
´z5` 1
2
z3
˙
s2`
ˆ
´2pR`1qz4`pR`3qz2´ 1
2
˙
s´pR2`2Rqz3
`
ˆ
1
2
R2`2R
˙
z,
and
~N3 “´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cos
´ r
2
¯
.
with z“ cos` r2˘, r P r0,2piq and s P r´w,ws.
The full computation is at Observations E.3, E.4 and E.5.
Proof of Proposition 4.2.1. To find pairs of parameters pr,sq corresponding to char-
acteristic points we have to impose#
~N1pr,sq “ 0
~N2pr,sq “ 0.
We find that ~N1pr,sq “ 0 only at the points pxpr,sq,ypr,sq, tpr,sqq with
pr,sq “
$&%p0,sq, s P r´w,ws, orˆr, ´pR`1qz2`1˘?z4´pR`2qz2`1z3 ˙ , r P r0,2piq, r ‰ pi, z“ cos r2 .
Evaluating these possibilities on ~N2pr,sq “ 0 (full computation is at Observations
E.6 and E.7), we find that the system is verified only by the pair (that defines then
a characteristic point)
pr,sq “
ˆ
0,
´2R`1´?´4R`1
2
˙
, when 0ă Ră 1
4
,
which corresponds to the point p¯“ px¯, y¯, t¯q “
´
1
2 ´
b
´R` 14 ,0,0
¯
:$’’&’’%
x¯“ rR` scosp r2qscosr “ R` ´2R`1´
?´4R`1
2 “ 1´
?´4R`1
2 “ 12 ´
b
´R` 14 ą 0
y¯“ rR` scosp r2qssinr “ 0
t¯ “ ssinp r2q “ 0.
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Notice that it is not strange that the number of characteristic points depends on the
radius R as changing the radius is not an anisotropic dilation.
Therefore the surface ĎM :“M zUp¯,
where Up¯ is a neighbourhood of p¯ with smooth boundary, is indeed a C1-Euclidean
surface with CpĎMq “ ∅ (and so 1-codimensional H-regular) and not Euclidean-
orientable. This completes the proof.
4.3 Comparing Orientabilities
In this section we first recall the definition of Euclidean orientability, then in-
troduce the notion of Heisenberg orientability (H-orientability) and show the con-
nection between differential forms and orientability. Next we prove that, under left
translations and anisotropic dilations,H-regularity is invariant for 1-codimensional
surfaces and H-orientability is invariant for H-regular 1-codimensional surfaces.
Finally, we show how the two notions of orientability are related, concluding that
non-H-orientable H-regular surfaces exist, at least when n“ 1.
Observation 4.3.1. Recall that, if S is aH-regular 1-codimensional surface inHn,
Definition 4.1.2 becomes:
for all p P S there exists a neighbourhood U and f :U ÑR, f PC1HpU,Rq, so that
(4.1)
SXU “ t f “ 0u and ∇H f ‰ 0 on U.
On the other hand, in case S is C1-Euclidean then (see for instance the introduction
of [1])
for all p P S there exists a neighbourhood U and g :U ÑR, g PC1pU,Rq, so that
(4.2)
SXU “ tg“ 0u and ∇g‰ 0 on U.
These two notions of regularity are obviously similar. First we will connect each
of them to a definition of orientability; then we will compare these last two defin-
itions.
4.3.1 H-Orientability in Hn
In this subsection we recall the notion of Euclidean orientability and define the
Heisenberg orientability. We add some observations and an explicit representation
of continuous global independent vector field tangent to an H-orientable surface
in the Heisenberg sense.
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Notation 4.3.2. Denote T S the space of vector fields tangent to a surface S. A
vector v is normal to S (and write v K S) if
xv,wy “ 0 @w P T S,
where x,y appears in Definition 1.2.12.
Definition 4.3.3. Consider a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface S in Hn with
CpSq “ ∅. We say that S is Euclidean-orientable (or orientable in the Euclidean
sense) if there exists a continuous global 1-vector field
nE “
nÿ
i“1
pnE,iBxi`nE,n`iByiq`nE,2n`1Bt ‰ 0,
defined on S and normal to S.
Such nE is called Euclidean normal vector field of S.
Lemma 4.3.4. Consider a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface S in Hn with
CpSq “∅. The following are equivalent:
(i) S is Euclidean-orientable
(ii) there exists a continuous global 2n-vector field tE on S, so that tE is tangent
to S in the sense that ˚tE is normal to S.
The symbol ˚ represents the Hodge operator (see Definition 1.2.26).
Observation 4.3.5. It is straightforward that, up to a choice of sign,
tE “ ˚nE .
It is possible to give an equivalent definition of orientability (both Euclidean or
Heisenberg) using differential forms: a manifold is orientable (in some sense) if
and only if there exists a proper volume form on it; where a volume form is a
never-null form of maximal order. In particular:
Observation 4.3.6. Consider a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface S in Hn
with CpSq “∅. A fourth equivalent condition is that S allows a volume form ωE ,
which can be chosen so that the following property holds:
xωE |tEy “ 1.
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Observation 4.3.7. Both vectors tE and nE can be written in local components.
For example, if n “ 1, by condition (4.2) locally gives nE “ µ∇g, with µ P
C8pH1,Rq. So,
nE “ nE,1Bx`nE,2By`nE,3Bt “ µBxgBx`µBygBy`µBtgBt
and then
tE “ ˚nE “ µBxgBy^Bt ´µBygBx^Bt `µBtgBx^By.
In this case, the corresponding volume form is
ωE “ nE,1n2E,1`n2E,2`n2E,3
dy^dt´ nE,2
n2E,1`n2E,2`n2E,3
dx^dt
` nE,3
n2E,1`n2E,2`n2E,3
dx^dy.
Definition 4.3.8. Consider two vectors v,w P h1 in Hn. We say that v and w are
orthogonal in the Heisenberg sense pv KH wq if
xv,wyH “ 0,
where x¨, ¨yH is the scalar product that makes X j’s and Yj’s orthonormal (see Ob-
servation 1.2.12).
Definition 4.3.9. Consider a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface S in Hn, with
CpSq “∅. Consider also a vector v P HTHn. We say that v and S are orthogonal
in the Heisenberg sense pv KH Sq if
xv,wyH “ 0, for all w P T S.
In the same way one can say that a k-vector field v on S is tangent to S in the
Heisenberg sense if
x˚v,wyH “ 0, for all w P T S.
Definition 4.3.10. Consider a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface S inHn with
CpSq “ ∅. We say that S is H-orientable (or orientable in the Heisenberg sense)
if there exists a continuous global 1-vector field
nH “
nÿ
i“1
`
nH,iXi`nH,n`iYi
˘‰ 0,
defined on S so that nH and S are orthogonal in the Heisenberg sense (nH KH S).
Such nH will be called Heisenberg normal vector field of S.
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Lemma 4.3.11. Consider a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface S in Hn with
CpSq “∅. The following are equivalent:
(i) S is H-orientable
(ii) there exists a continuous global 2n-vector field tH on S so that tH is H-
tangent to S in the sense that ˚tH is H-normal to S.
Observation 4.3.12. Again, one can easily say that, up to a choice of sign,
tH “ ˚nH.
As before, it is possible to give an equivalent definition of Heisenberg orientability
using a volume form on the Rumin complex:
Observation 4.3.13. Consider a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface S in Hn
with CpSq “ ∅. A fourth equivalent condition is that S allow a volume form
ωH (again a never-null form of maximal order), which can be chosen so that the
following property holds:
xωH|tHy “ 1.
Observation 4.3.14. As in Observation 4.3.7, one can write both nH and tH locally
in H1: by condition (4.1), locally nH “ λ∇H f , with λ PC8pH1,Rq. So,
nH “ nH,1X `nH,2Y “ λX f X `λY fY
and, since tH “ ˚nH “ nH,1Y ^T ´nH,2X ^T ,
tH “ λX fY ^T ´λY f X ^T.
In this case, the corresponding volume form is
ωH “ nH,1n2H,1`n2H,2
dy^θ ´ nH,2
n2H,1`n2H,2
dx^θ .
Example 4.3.15. Consider an H-orientable 1-codimensional surface S in H1.
Then at each point p P S there exist two continuous global linearly independent
vector fields~r and ~s tangent on S,~r,~s P TpS. With the previous notation, we can
explicitly find such a pair by solving the following list of conditions:
1. x~r,~syH “ 0,
2. x~r,nHyH “ 0,
3. x~s,nHyH “ 0,
4. |~r|H “ 1,
5. |~s|H “ 1,
6. ~rˆ~s“ nH,
7. ~r^~s“ tH.
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Furthermore, one can (but it is not necessary) choose~r“ T since nH P spantX ,Yu.
Then one can take~s“ aX`bY , so the first two conditions are satisfied. The third
condition is x~s,nHyH “ 0, meaning
anH,1`bnH,2 “ 0,
and the solution is #
a“ cnH,2
b“´cnH,1.
with c arbitrary. Then, by Observation 4.3.14, there is a local function f so that
~s“ cnH,2X ´ cnH,1Y becomes
~s“ cλY f X ´ cλX fY.
The fourth condition comes for free. The fifth one is |~s|H “ 1, which gives
1“
b
c2λ 2pY f q2` c2λ 2pX f q2 “ |cλ |
b
pY f q2`pX f q2 “ |cλ | ¨ |∇H f |,
meaning
c“˘ 1|λ∇H f | .
So one has that
~s“˘ 1|λ∇H f | pλY f X ´λX fY q “ ˘
λ
|λ |
Y f X ´X fY
|∇H f |
“ ˘ signpλ q
ˆ
Y f
|∇H f |X ´
X f
|∇H f |Y
˙
.
The sixth condition is~rˆ~s“ nH, so:
nH “~rˆ~s“
∣∣∣∣∣∣
X Y T
0 0 1
cnH,2 ´cnH,1 0
∣∣∣∣∣∣“ cnH,2Y ` cnH,1X “ cnH.
Then it is necessary to take c“ 1 and one has |λ∇H f | “ 1, namely,
λ “˘ 1|∇H f | ,
and
~s“ λY f X ´λX fY “˘
ˆ
Y f
|∇H f |X ´
X f
|∇H f |Y
˙
.
Finally, we verify~r^~s“ tH (seventh and last condition):
~r^~s“ T ^pλY f X ´λX fY q “ λX fY ^T ´λY f X ^T “ tH.
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4.3.2 Invariances
In this subsection we prove that, for a 1-codimensional surface, the H-regularity
is invariant under left translations and anisotropic dilations. Furthermore, for an
H-regular 1-codimensional surface, theH-orientability is invariant under the same
two types of transformations.
Proposition 4.3.16. Consider the left translation map τ p¯ :Hn ÑHn , p¯ PHn, and
an H-regular 1-codimensional surface S.
Then τ p¯S :“ t p¯ ˚ p; p P Su is again an H-regular 1-codimensional surface.
Proof. Since τ p¯S “ t p¯ ˚ p; p P Su, for all q P τ p¯S there exists a point p P S so that
q“ p¯˚ p. For such p P S, there exists a neighbourhood Up and a function f : UpÑ
R so that SXUp“t f “ 0u and∇H f ‰ 0 on Up. Define Uq :“ τ p¯Up“ p¯˚Up, which
is a neighbourhood of q “ p¯ ˚ p, and a function f˜ :“ f ˝ τ´1p¯ : Uq Ñ R. Then, for
all q1 PUq,
f˜ pq1q “ p f ˝ τ´1p¯ qpq1q “ f p p¯´1 ˚ p¯ ˚ p1q “ f pp1q “ 0,
where q1 “ p¯ ˚ p1 and p1 PUp. Then
τ p¯SXUq “ t f˜ “ 0u.
Furthermore, on Uq, and using Definition 1.1.4,
∇H f˜ “∇Hp f ˝ τ´1p¯ q “ ∇Hp f ˝ τp¯´1q “
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
Xip f ˝ τp¯´1qXi`Yip f ˝ τ p¯´1qYi
˙
“
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
rXip f q ˝ τp¯´1sXi`rYip f q ˝ τ p¯´1sYi
˙
‰ 0
as Xip f q ˝ τ p¯´1 and Yip f q ˝ τ p¯´1 are defined on Up and on Up one of the two is
always non-negative by the hypothesis that ∇H f ‰ 0 on Up.
Proposition 4.3.17. Consider the usual anisotropic dilation δr :Hn ÑHn , r ą 0,
and an H-regular 1-codimensional surface S.
Then δrS :“ tδrppq; p P Su is again an H-regular 1-codimensional surface.
Proof. Since δrS “ tδrppq; p P Su, then for all q P δrS there exists a point p P S
so that q“ δrppq. For such p P S, there exists a neighbourhood Up and a function
f : Up Ñ R so that SXUp “ t f “ 0u and ∇H f ‰ 0 on Up. Define Uq :“ δrpUpq,
which is a neighbourhood of q “ δrppq, and a function f˜ :“ f ˝ δ1{r : Uq Ñ R.
Then, for all q1 PUq,
f˜ pq1q “ p f ˝δ1{rqpq1q “ f pδ1{rδr p1q “ f pp1q “ 0,
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where q1 “ p¯ ˚ p1 and p1 PUp. Then
δrSXUq “ t f˜ “ 0u.
Furthermore, on Uq, using the fact that δ1{r is a contact map and Lemma 3.3.10,
∇H f˜ “ ∇Hp f ˝δ1{rq “ pδ1{rqT˚ p∇H f qδ1{r ‰ 0.
Proposition 4.3.18. Consider a left translation map τ p¯ : Hn Ñ Hn, p¯ P Hn, the
anisotropic dilation δr :HnÑHn, rą 0 and anH-regular 1-codimensional surface
S. Then the H-regular 1-codimensional surfaces τ p¯S and δrS are H-orientable
(respectively) if and only if S H-orientable.
Proof. Remember that τ p¯S “ tp¯ ˚ p; p P Su. From Proposition 4.3.16, one knows
that for all q P τp¯S there exists a point p P S so that q “ p¯ ˚ p and there exists
a neighbourhood Up and a function f : Up Ñ R so that SXUp “ t f “ 0u and
∇H f ‰ 0 on Up. Furthermore, Uq “ τp¯Up “ p¯˚Up is a neighbourhood of q“ p¯˚ p
and the function f˜ :“ f ˝τ´1p¯ : Uq ÑR is so that τ p¯SXUq “ t f˜ “ 0u and ∇H f˜ ‰ 0
on Uq.
Assume now that S is H-orientable, then there exists a global vector field
nH “
nÿ
j“1
`
nH, jX j`nH,n` jYj
˘
,
that, locally, takes the form of
nÿ
j“1
ˆ
X j f
|∇H f |X j`
Y j f
|∇H f |Yj
˙
.
Now we consider:
pτ´1p¯ q˚nH “
nÿ
j“1
´
nH, j ˝ τ´1p¯ X jτ´1p¯ `nH,n` j ˝ τ
´1
p¯ Y jτ´1p¯
¯
.
Locally, it becomes
pτ´1p¯ q˚nH “
nÿ
j“1
ˆ
X j f
|∇H f | ˝ τ
´1
p¯ X jτ´1p¯ `
Yj f
|∇H f | ˝ τ
´1
p¯ Yjτ´1p¯
˙
.
Note that this is still a global vector field and is defined on the whole τp¯S, there-
fore it gives an orientation to τ p¯S. Since we can repeat the whole proof starting
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from τ p¯S to S “ τ´1p¯ τ p¯S, this proves both directions.
For the dilation, remember that δrS “ tδrppq; p P Su. From Proposition 4.3.17,
for all q P δrS there exists a point p P S so that q“ δrppq and there exists a neigh-
bourhood Up and a function f : Up Ñ R so that SXUp “ t f “ 0u and ∇H f ‰ 0
on Up. In the same way, Uq “ δrpUpq is a neighbourhood of q “ δrppq and the
function f˜ :“ f ˝δ1{r : Uq ÑR is so that δrSXUq “ t f˜ “ 0u and ∇H f˜ ‰ 0 on Uq.
Assume now that S is H-orientable Then there exists a global vector field
nH “
nÿ
j“1
`
nH, jX j`nH,n` jYj
˘
,
that, locally is written as
nÿ
j“1
ˆ
X j f
|∇H f |X j`
Yj f
|∇H f |Yj
˙
.
Now
pδ1{rq˚nH “
nÿ
j“1
´
nH, j ˝δ1{rX jδ1{r `nH,n` j ˝δ1{rYjδ1{r
¯
.
Locally, it becomes
pδ1{rq˚nH “
nÿ
j“1
ˆ
X j f
|∇H f | ˝δ1{rX jδ1{r `
Yj f
|∇H f | ˝δ1{rYjδ1{r
˙
.
Note that this is still a global vector field and is defined on the whole δrS, therefore
it gives an orientation to δrS. Since we can repeat the whole proof starting from
δrS to S “ δ1{rδrS, this proves both directions.
4.3.3 Comparison
In this subsection we show how the two notions of orientability are related, con-
cluding that non-H-orientable H-regular surfaces exist, at least when n“ 1.
Notation 4.3.19. Consider a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface S in Hn with
CpSq ‰ 0. We say that a surface is C2H-regular if its Heisenberg normal vector
fields nH PC1H.
Proposition 4.3.20. Let S be a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface inHn, with
CpSq “∅. Then the following holds:
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1. Suppose S is Euclidean-orientable. Recall from condition (4.2) that C1-
Euclidean means that for all p P S there exists U P Up and g : U ÑR, g PC1,
so that SXU “ tg “ 0u and ∇g ‰ 0 on U . If, for any such g, no point of S
belongs to the set"ˆ
´2pBy1gqppBtgqp , . . . ,´
2pByngqp
pBtgqp ,
2pBx1gqp
pBtgqp , . . . ,
2pBxngqp
pBtgqp , t
˙
, with pBtgqp ‰ 0
*
,
then
S is H-orientable. (4.3)
2. If S is C2H-regular,
S is H-orientable implies S is Euclidean-orientable . (4.4)
The proof will follow at the end of this chapter. A question arises naturally:
Question 4.3.21. About the extra conditions for the first implication in Proposi-
tion 4.3.20, what can we say about that set? Is it possible to do better?
Remark 4.3.22. Remember that, by Proposition 4.2.1, ĎM is anH-regular surface
not Euclidean-orientable. Observe also that ĎM satisfies the hypotheses of Propos-
ition 4.3.20.
Then implication (4.4) in Proposition 4.3.20 implies that ĎM is not anH-orientable
H-regular surface. Then we can say that there exist H-regular surfaces which are
not H-orientable, at least when n“ 1.
This opens the possibility, among others, to study surfaces that are, in the Heisen-
berg sense, regular but not orientable; for example as supports of Sub-Riemannian
currents.
Before proving the proposition, we state a weaker result as a lemma.
Lemma 4.3.23. Let S be a 1-codimensional C1-Euclidean surface in Hn, with
CpSq “∅.
Recall that, by Observation 4.1.8, S is H-regular and, by condition (4.1), this
means that for all p P S there exists U P Up and f : U ÑR, f PC1H, so that SXU “t f “ 0u and∇H f ‰ 0 on U . Likewise, by condition (4.2), C1-Euclidean means that
for all p P S there exists U 1 P Up and g : U 1Ñ R, g PC1, so that SXU 1 “ tg“ 0u
and ∇g‰ 0 on U 1.
Assume that for each p P S we can consider f “ g on U XU 1. Then the following
holds:
S is Euclidean-orientable implies S is H-orientable.
If S is C2H-regular,
S is H-orientable implies S is Euclidean-orientable .
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Proof. The first implication of Lemma 4.3.23 says that there exists a global con-
tinuous vector field
nE “
nÿ
i“1
pnE,iBxi`nE,n`iByiq`nE,2n`1Bt ‰ 0
so that for all p P S there exist U P Up and a function g : U Ñ R, g PC1, so that
SXU “ tg“ 0u and ∇g‰ 0 on U , with$’&’%
nE,i “ µBxig,
nE,n`i “ µByig,
nE,2n`1 “ µBtg,
i“ 1, . . . ,n,
where µ is simply a normalising factor so that |nE | “ 1 that, from now on, can be
ignored. By hypothesis, we also know that for all p P S there exist DU 1 P Up and a
function f : U 1Ñ R, f PC1H, so that SXU “ t f “ 0u and ∇H f ‰ 0 on U 1.
The extra-hypothesis of this lemma is exactly that g“ f and so one can also take
U “U 1. The goal is to find a global nH. A natural choice is#
nH,i :“ nE,i´ 12yi ¨nE,2n`1,
nH,n`i :“ nE,n`i` 12xi ¨nE,2n`1,
i“ 1, . . . ,n.
Then
nÿ
i“1
`
n2H,i`n2H,n`i
˘“ nÿ
i“1
«ˆ
nE,i´ 12yi ¨nE,2n`1
˙2
`
ˆ
nE,n`i` 12xi ¨nE,2n`1
˙2ff
.
Locally, and remembering g“ f , this means
nÿ
i“1
`
n2H,i`n2H,n`i
˘“µ2 nÿ
i“1
«ˆ
Bxig´
1
2
yiBtg
˙2
`
ˆ
Byig`
1
2
xiBtg
˙2ff
“µ2
nÿ
i“1
«ˆ
Bxi f ´
1
2
yiBt f
˙2
`µ2
ˆ
Byi f `
1
2
xiBt f
˙2ff
“µ2
nÿ
i“1
”
pXi f q2`pYi f q2
ı
‰ 0.
So there exists a proper vector
nH :“
nÿ
i“1
`
nH,iXi`nH,n`iYi
˘
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and this proves the first implication.
To prove the second implication of Lemma 4.3.23, first note that there exists a
global continuous vector field
nH “
nÿ
i“1
`
nH,iXi`nH,n`iYi
˘‰ 0
so that for all p P S there exist U P Up and f : U Ñ R, f P C1H, so that SXU “t f “ 0u and ∇H f ‰ 0 on U , with#
nH,i “ λXi f ,
nH,n`i “ λYi f ,
i“ 1, . . . ,n,
where λ is just a normalising factor so that |nH| “ 1 that, from now on, can be
ignored.
By hypothesis, we also know that for all p P S there exist U 1 P Up and g : U 1ÑR,
g PC1, so that SXU 1 “ tg“ 0u and ∇g‰ 0 on U 1.
As before, since we am in the case g“ f , we can also take U “U 1. This time the
goal is to find a global vector field nE . A natural choice is$’&’%
nE,2n`1 :“ 1n
řn
j“1
`
X jnH,n` j´YjnH, j
˘
,
nE,i :“ nH,i` 12yi ¨nE,2n`1,
nE,n`i :“ nH,n`i´ 12xi ¨nE,2n`1,
i“ 1, . . . ,n.
Note that we need nH,i,nH,n`i PC1H
`
nH PC1H
˘
for this definition to be useful. In-
deed, this is the same as having S C2H-regular.
Now note that
nE,2n`1 “ 1n
nÿ
j“1
`
X jnH,n` j´Y jnH, j
˘
.
Moreover, remembering that locally g “ f and that in each U we have one such
function, we get
nE,2n`1 “ 1n
nÿ
j“1
`
X jYj f ´YjX j f
˘“ 1
n
nÿ
j“1
“
X jYjg´YjX jg
‰“ 1
n
nT g“ Btg.
Now
nÿ
i“1
`
n2E,i`n2E,n`i
˘`n2E,2n`1 “
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“
nÿ
i“1
«ˆ
nH,i` 12yinE,2n`1
˙2
`
ˆ
nH,n`i´ 12xinE,2n`1
˙2ff
`n2E,2n`1.
This locally is
nÿ
i“1
`
n2E,i`n2E,n`i
˘`n2E,2n`1 “
“
nÿ
i“1
«ˆ
Xig` 12yipBtgq
˙2
`
ˆ
Yig´ 12xipBtgq
˙2ff
`pBtgq2
“
nÿ
i“1
«ˆ
Bxig´
1
2
yiBtg` 12yiBtg
˙2
`
ˆ
Byig`
1
2
xiBtg´ 12xiBtg
˙2ff
`pBtgq2
“
nÿ
i“1
´
pBxigq2`pByigq2
¯
`pBtgq2 ‰ 0.
So there is a proper vector
nE :“
nÿ
i“1
pnE,iBxi`nE,n`iByiq`nE,2n`1Bt
and this proves the second implication and concludes the proof.
Differently from the proof of Lemma 4.3.23, for Proposition 4.3.20 we cannot
assume g “ f . We can still construct the vector field as before but cannot prove
straight away that the new-built global vector field is never zero.
Proof of implication (4.3) in Proposition 4.3.20. We know there exists a global
vector field
nE “
nÿ
i“1
pnE,iBxi`nE,n`iByiq`nE,2n`1Bt ‰ 0
that can be written locally as
nE “ µ
nÿ
i“1
pBxigBxi`ByigByiq`µBtgBt
so that ∇g‰ 0, g PC1pU,Rq, U ĎHn open. Define#
nH,i :“ nE,i´ 12yi ¨nE,2n`1,
nH,n`i :“ nE,n`i` 12xi ¨nE,2n`1,
i“ 1, . . . ,n.
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Locally (for each point p there exists a neighbourhood U where such g is defined)
this becomes #
nH,i “ µBxig´ 12yiµBtg“ µXig,
nH,n`i “ µByig` 12xiµBtg“ µYig,
i“ 1, . . . ,n,
where µ is simply a normalising factor that, from now on, we ignore.
In order to verify the H-orientability, we have to show that ∇Hg ‰ 0 . Note here
that C1pU,Rq ĹC1HpU,Rq, so g is regular enough.
Consider first the case in which pBtgqp “ 0. We still have that ∇pg‰ 0, so at least
one of the derivatives pBxigqp, pByigqp must be different from zero in p. But, when
pBtgqp “ 0, then pXigqp “ pBxigqp and pYigqp “ pByigqp, so∥∥∇H,pg∥∥2 “ pXigq2p`pYigq2p ‰ 0.
Second, consider the case when pBtgqp ‰ 0. In this case:
∥∥∇H,pg∥∥2“ nÿ
i“1
pXigq2p`pYigq2p“
nÿ
i“1
ˆ
Bxig´
1
2
yi,pBtg
˙2
p
`
ˆ
Byig`
1
2
xi,pBtg
˙2
p
‰ 0
is equivalent to the fact that there exists i P t1, . . . ,nu such that
yi,p ‰ 2pBxigqppBtgqp or xi,p ‰´
2pByigqp
pBtgqp .
So the Heisenberg gradient of g in p is zero at the pointsˆ
´2pBy1gqppBtgqp , . . . ,´
2pByngqp
pBtgqp ,
2pBx1gqp
pBtgqp , . . . ,
2pBxngqp
pBtgqp , t
˙
and the first implication of the proposition is true.
Proof of implication (4.4) in Proposition 4.3.20. In the second case (4.4), we know
that there exists a global vector
nH “
nÿ
i“1
nH,iXi`nH,n`iYi ‰ 0
that can be written locally as
nH “
nÿ
i“1
λXi f Xi`λYi fYi
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so that ∇H f ‰ 0, f P C1HpU,Rq, with U Ď Hn open. As before, λ is simply a
normalising factor that, from now on, we ignore.
Note that nH P C1HpU,Rq (that is the same as asking S to be C2H-regular). Then
define $’&’%
nE,2n`1 :“ 1n
řn
j“1
`
X jnH,n` j´YjnH, j
˘
,
nE,i :“ nH,i` 12yi ¨nE,2n`1,
nE,n`i :“ nH,n`i´ 12xi ¨nE,2n`1,
i“ 1, . . . ,n.
Locally (for each point p there exists a neighbourhood U where such f is defined)
we can write the above as:
nE,2n`1 “ 1n
nÿ
j“1
`
X jYj f ´YjX j f
˘“ 1
n
nT f “ Bt f .
So now we have that$’&’%
nE,2n`1 “ Bt f ,
nE,i “ Bxi f ´ 12yiBt f ` 12yiBt f “ Bxi f ,
nE,n`i “ Byi f ` 12xiBt f ´ 12xiBt f “ Byi f ,
i“ 1, . . . ,n.
In order to verify the Euclidean-orientability, we have to show that ∇ f ‰ 0 .
Note that f PC1HpU,Rq and, a priori, we do not know whether f PC1pU,Rq. How-
ever, asking nH PC1HpU,Rq allows us to write Bxi,Byi and Bt using only Xi,Yi,nH,i
and nH,n`i, which guarantees that Bxi f ,Byi f and Bt f are well defined.
Now, ∇ f ‰ 0 if and only if
nÿ
i“1
`pBxi f q2`pByi f q2˘`pBt f q2 ‰ 0,
which is the same as
nÿ
i“1
«ˆ
Xi f ` 12yiT f
˙2
`
ˆ
Yi f ´ 12xiT f
˙2
`pT f q2
ff
‰ 0.
In the case T f ‰ 0, we have that ∇ f ‰ 0 immediately. In the case T f “ 0, instead,
we have that ∇ f ‰ 0 if and only if
nÿ
i“1
”
pXi f q2`pYi f q2
ı
‰ 0,
which is true because ∇H f ‰ 0. This completes the cases and shows that there
actually is a global vector field nE that is continuous (by hypotheses) and never
zero. So the second implication of the proposition is true.
Chapter 5
Appendices
A Proof of the Explicit Rumin Complex in H2
In this section we show a simple but useful lemma and then prove Proposition
2.3.4.
Observation A.1 (Change of basis). While dealing with the equivalence classes
of the complex, there are the circumstances in which we need to make a change
of basis. In particular, in the case of Ω
2
I2 , we already used in Observation 2.3.1 thattdx1^ dy1,dx2^ dy2u and tdx1^ dy1` dx2^ dy2,dx1^ dy1´ dx2^ dy2u span
the same subspace. Consider#
ξ “ dx1^dy1,
η “ dx2^dy2, and
#
u“ ξ`η?
2
“ dx1^dy1`dx2^dy2?
2
,
v“ ξ´η?
2
“ dx1^dy1´dx2^dy2?
2
.
Then denote Bu,vξ ,η the linear transformation that sends forms with respect to the
basis tξ ,ηu to forms with respect to the basis tu,vu. Then
Bu,vξ ,η :“
˜ Bu
Bξ
Bu
Bη
Bv
Bξ
Bv
Bη
¸
“
˜
1?
2
1?
2
1?
2
´1?
2
¸
.
Consider now a form ωtξ ,ηu with respect to the basis tξ ,ηu:
ωtξ ,ηu “ f dx1^dy1`gdx2^dy2 “ fξ `gη “
ˆ
f
g
˙
tξ ,ηu
.
To write the same form with respect to the basis tu,vu (call it ωtu,vu), we have
ωtu,vu “ Bu,vξ ,ηωtξ ,ηu “ Bu,vξ ,η
ˆ
f
g
˙
tξ ,ηu
“
˜
1?
2
1?
2
1?
2
´1?
2
¸
¨
ˆ
f
g
˙
tξ ,ηu
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“
˜ f`g?
2
f´g?
2
¸
tu,vu
“ f `g?
2
u` f ´g?
2
v
“ f `g
2
pdx1^dy1`dx2^dy2q` f ´g2 pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2q.
Since the two bases span forms on the same space, we trivially have that ωtξ ,ηu “
ωtu,vu.
Example A.2. The following computation, with the same notations for ξ ,η and
for u,v as above, will be used later. Consider
ωξ ,η “ pX1α3´Y1α1qdx1^dy1`pX2α4´Y2α2qdx2^dy2.
Then the same form can be rewritten as
ωtu,vu “X1α3´Y1α1`X2α4´Y2α22 pdx1^dy1`dx2^dy2q
` X1α3´Y1α1´X2α4`Y2α2
2
pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2q.
Proof of Proposition 2.3.4. First we will show the cases regarding dp1qQ , d
p2q
Q , d
p3q
Q
and dp4qQ . Finally we will discuss D.
By Observation 1.2.17, we immediately get that:
dp1qQ f “ rX1 f dx1`X2 f dx2`Y1 f dy1`Y2 f dy2sI1 .
Consider now rαsI1 “ rα1dx1`α2dx2`α3dy1`α4dy2sI1 P Ω1I1 . In this case we
first work apply the definition and obtain:
dp2qQ prαsI1q “dQ prα1dx1`α2dx2`α3dy1`α4dy2sI1q
““´X2α1dx1^dx2´Y1α1dx1^dy1´Y2α1dx1^dy2
`X1α2dx1^dx2´Y1α2dx2^dy1´Y2α2dx2^dy2
`X1α3dx1^dy1`X2α3dx2^dy1´Y2α3dy1^dy2
`X1α4dx1^dy2`X2α4dx2^dy2`Y1α4dy1^dy2
‰
I2
““pX1α2´X2α1qdx1^dx2`pX2α3´Y1α2qdx2^dy1
`pY1α4´Y2α3qdy1^dy2`pX1α4´Y2α1qdx1^dy2
`pX1α3´Y1α1qdx1^dy1`pX2α4´Y2α2qdx2^dy2
‰
I2,
but this is not enough. Thanks to the equivalence class, the last line can be written
differently using Example A.2, so we get
dp2qQ prαsI1q “
„
pX1α2´X2α1qdx1^dx2`pX2α3´Y1α2qdx2^dy1
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`pY1α4´Y2α3qdy1^dy2`pX1α4´Y2α1qdx1^dy2
`
ˆ
X1α3´Y1α1´X2α4`Y2α2
2
˙
pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2q

I2
.
We proceed on considering dp4qQ . Consider α “ α1dx1^dx2^θ `α2dx1^dy2^
θ `α3dx2^dy1^θ `α4dy1^dy2^θ `α5pdx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θ q P J3.
Then dp4qQ becomes
dp4qQ α “dp4qQ
`
α1dx1^dx2^θ `α2dx1^dy2^θ `α3dx2^dy1^θ `α4dy1^dy2^θ
`α5pdx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θ q
˘
“Y1α1dx1^dx2^dy1^θ `Y2α1dx1^dx2^dy2^θ
´X2α2dx1^dx2^dy2^θ ´Y1α2dx1^dy1^dy2^θ
`X1α3dx1^dx2^dy1^θ `Y2α3dx2^dy1^dy2^θ
`X1α4dx1^dy1^dy2^θ `X2α4dx2^dy1^dy2^θ
´X1α5dx1^dx2^dy2^θ ´X2α5dx1^dx2^dy1^θ
`Y1α5dx2^dy1^dy2^θ `Y2α5dx1^dy1^dy2^θ
`α5p´dx1^dy1^dx2^dy2`dx2^dy2^dx1^dy1q
“pY1α1`X1α3´X2α5qdx1^dx2^dy1^θ
`pY2α1´X2α2´X1α5qdx1^dx2^dy2^θ
`p´Y1α2`X1α4`Y2α5qdx1^dy1^dy2^θ
`pY2α3`X2α4`Y1α5qdx2^dy1^dy2^θ .
The last of the easy cases is dp5qQ . Consider α “ α1dx1^dx2^dy1^θ `α2dx1^
dx2^ dy2^ θ `α3dx1^ dy1^ dy2^ θ `α4dx2^ dy1^ dy2^ θ P J4. Then dp5qQ
gives us
dp5qQ α “ p´Y2α1`Y1α2´X2α3`X1α4qdx1^dx2^dy1^dy2^θ .
The final case is the study of the behaviour of D and it is the one that requires
more effort. Remember that by Observation 1.2.17:
dg“ X1gdx1`Y1gdy1`X2gdx2`Y2gdy2`T gθ .
Consider a form α 1 PŹ2h1:
α 1 “α1dx1^dx2`α2dx1^dy1`α3dx1^dy2`α4dx2^dy1`α5dx2^dy2
`α6dy1^dy2.
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Now, proceding as in the case of Observation A.1, we have two bases tξ “ dx1^
dy1,η “ dx2^dy2u and tu“ ξ`η?2 ,v“
ξ´η?
2
u that span both the same space.
Consider ωtξ ,ηu “ α2dx1^dy1`α5dx2^dy2. In the second basis the same form
is
ωtu,vu “ α2`α52 pdx1^dy1`dx2^dy2q`
α2´α5
2
pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2q.
Denote γ “ α2`α52 and β “ α2´α52 . So we have
ωtu,vu “ γpdx1^dy1`dx2^dy2q`β pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2q.
So, by the definition of Ω
2
I2 , one gets
rα 1sI2 “rα1dx1^dx2`α3dx1^dy2`α4dx2^dy1`α6dy1^dy2
`β pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2qsI2 .
Then call α this new representative of the class rα 1sI2 ,
α :“α1dx1^dx2`α3dx1^dy2`α4dx2^dy1`α6dy1^dy2
`β pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2q,
and one obviously has that rα 1sI2 “ rαsI2. Then also Dprα 1sI2q “ DprαsI2q and
from now on we will compute the latter.
Remember that DprαsI2q “ d
ˆ
α`L´1p´pdαq|Źkh1 q^θ
˙
. The full derivative of
α is:
dα “d`α1dx1^dx2`α3dx1^dy2`α4dx2^dy1`α6dy1^dy2
`β pdx1^dy1´dx2^dy2q
˘
“Y1α1dy1^dx1^dx2`Y2α1dy2^dx1^dx2`Tα1θ ^dx1^dx2
`Y1α3dy1^dx1^dy2`X2α3dx2^dx1^dy2`Tα3θ ^dx1^dy2
`X1α4dx1^dx2^dy1`Y2α4dy2^dx2^dy1`Tα4θ ^dx2^dy1
`X1α6dx1^dy1^dy2`X2α6dx2^dy1^dy2`Tα6θ ^dy1^dy2
´X1βdx1^dx2^dy2´Y1βdy1^dx2^dy2
`X2βdx2^dx1^dy1`Y2βdy2^dx1^dy1
`Tβ pdx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θ q
“pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx1^dx2^dy1`pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1^dx2^dy2
`pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdx1^dy1^dy2`pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdx2^dy1^dy2
`Tα1θ ^dx1^dx2`Tα3θ ^dx1^dy2`Tα4θ ^dx2^dy1`Tα6θ ^dy1^dy2
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`Tβ pdx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θ q.
Then we need to isolate the part belonging to
Źkh1, meaning:
pdαq|Źkh1 “pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx1^dx2^dy1`pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1^dx2^dy2
`pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdx1^dy1^dy2`pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdx2^dy1^dy2
“pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx2^dθ ´pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1^dθ
´pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdy2^dθ `pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdy1^dθ .
Next we have that
L´1p´pdαq|Źkh1 q “´pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx2`pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1
`pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdy2´pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdy1,
and so
dpL´1p´pdαq|Źkh1 qq^θ “
“´X1pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx1^dx2^θ `Y1pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx2^dy1^θ
`Y2pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx2^dy2^θ ´X2pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1^dx2^θ
´Y1pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1^dy1^θ ´Y2pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1^dy2^θ
`X1pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdx1^dy2^θ `X2pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdx2^dy2^θ
`Y1pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdy1^dy2^θ ´X1pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdx1^dy1^θ
´X2pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdx2^dy1^θ `Y2pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdy1^dy2^θ .
Finally we can put all the pieces together and compute DprαsI2q“ d
ˆ
α`L´1p´pdαq|Źkh1 q^θ
˙
“
dα`d
ˆ
L´1p´pdαq|Źkh1 q
˙
^θ `L´1p´pdαq|Źkh1 q^dθ .
First notice that part of dα totally cancels L´1p´pdαq|Źkh1 q^dθ . Then we have
DprαsI2q “
“Tα1dx1^dx2^θ `Tα3dx1^dy2^θ `Tα4dx2^dy1^θ `Tα6dy1^dy2^θ
`Tβ pdx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θ q
´X1pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx1^dx2^θ `Y1pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx2^dy1^θ
`Y2pY1α1´X2β `X1α4qdx2^dy2^θ ´X2pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1^dx2^θ
´Y1pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1^dy1^θ ´Y2pY2α1´X2α3´X1β qdx1^dy2^θ
`X1pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdx1^dy2^θ `X2pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdx2^dy2^θ
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`Y1pY2β ´Y1α3`X1α6qdy1^dy2^θ ´X1pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdx1^dy1^θ
´X2pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdx2^dy1^θ `Y2pY2α4`Y1β `X2α6qdy1^dy2^θ
“pTα1´X1Y1α1`X1X2β ´X1X1α4´X2Y2α1`X2X2α3`X2X1β qdx1^dx2^θ
`pTα3´Y2Y2α1`Y2X2α3`Y2X1β `X1Y2β ´X1Y1α3`X1X1α6qdx1^dy2^θ
`pTα4`Y1Y1α1´Y1X2β `Y1X1α4´X2Y2α4´X2Y1β ´X2X2α6qdx2^dy1^θ
`pTα6`Y1Y2β ´Y1Y1α3`Y1X1α6`Y2Y2α4`Y2Y1β `Y2X2α6qdy1^dy2^θ
`Tβ pdx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θ q
`pY2Y1α1´Y2X2β `Y2X1α4`X2Y2β ´X2Y1α3`X2X1α6qdx2^dy2^θ
`p´Y1Y2α1`Y1X2α3`Y1X1β ´X1Y2α4´X1Y1β ´X1X2α6qdx1^dy1^θ
“rp´X1Y1´Y2X2qα1`X2X2α3´X1X1α4`2X1X2β sdx1^dx2^θ
`r´Y2Y2α1`pX2Y2α3´X1Y1qα3`X1X1α6`2X1Y2β sdx1^dy2^θ
`r`Y1Y1α1`pY1X1´Y2X2qα4´X2X2α6´2X2Y1β sdx2^dy1^θ
`r´Y1Y1α3`Y2Y2α4`pY1X1`X2Y2qα6`2Y1Y2β sdy1^dy2^θ
`r´Y1Y2α1`Y1X2α3´X1Y2α4´X1X2α6s pdx1^dy1^θ ´dx2^dy2^θ q.
B General Rumin Differential Operator dc inH1 and
H2
In the second chapter we introduced the Rumin complex by defining three differ-
ent types of operators (dpkqQ for kă n and ką n, D for k“ n). It turns out that such
complex can be written as one general Rumin operator dc. Here we show dc spe-
cifically for the first and second Heisenberg groups. We follow the presentation
of [10] but giving here the minimum necessary amount of details.
Definition B.1 (See 11.22 in [10]). Recall Remark 1.2.10, Definition 1.2.14 and
Notation 1.2.15. Let α P Ω1, α ‰ 0, have pure weight p if its dual vector field
belongs to the p-layer hp of the algebra h. In this case write wpαq “ p.
Let β PΩk, β ‰ 0, have pure weight p if β can be expressed as a linear combina-
tion of k-forms θi1^¨¨ ¨^θik such that wpθi1q`¨ ¨ ¨`wpθikq “ p for all such forms.
Denote Ωk,p the span of k-forms of pure weight p.
Example B.2. In the Heisenberg group Hn
wp f q “ 0, f PΩ0,
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wpdx jq “ wpdy jq “ 1, j “ 1, . . . ,n,
wpθ q “ 2,
wpdx1^dx2q “ 2,
wpdθ q “ w
¨˝
´
nÿ
j“1
dx j^dxn` j‚˛“ 2,
wpdx1^θ q “ 3,
wpdx1^¨¨ ¨^dxn^dy1^¨¨ ¨^dyn^θ q “ 2n`2.
Recall Notation 1.2.15 and notice that all differential k-forms tθi1^¨¨ ¨^θiku1ďi1ď¨¨¨ďikď2n`1
are left-invariant. Denote such k-forms as θ ki , i P N.
Furthermore, any other differential form with constant coefficients is left-invariant.
Observation B.3 (See 11.25 in [10]). Let α P Ωk,p be a left-invariant k-form of
pure weight p such that dα ‰ 0, then wpdαq “ wpαq.
Observation B.4 (See page 90 in [10]). A general form α PΩk,p can be expressed
as
α “
ÿ
i
fiθ ki ,
where spanitθ ki u “Ωk,p. Then its exterior differential is
dα “
ÿ
i
d
´
fiθ ki
¯
“
ÿ
i
¨˝
2n`1ÿ
j“1
Wj fiθ j^θ ki ` fidθ ki ‚˛.
This shows that, whenever the terms are not zero,
w
¨˝
2nÿ
j“1
Wj fiθ j^θ ki ‚˛“ p`1,
w
´
W2n`1 fiθ2n`1^θ ki
¯
“ p`2,
wp fidθ ki q “ p.
In particular, the last equality holds by Observation B.3.
This provides the well-posedness for the following definition.
Definition B.5 (See definition 11.26 in [10]). Consider α P Ωk,p, then we can
write:
dα “ d0α`d1α`d2α,
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where diα denotes the part of dα which increases the weight by i.
In particular d0α denotes the part of dα which does not increase the weight of the
form. Then we can define
d0 : Ωk,p ÑΩk`1,p,
ÿ
i
fiθ ki ÞÑ
ÿ
i
fidθ ki ,
whenever dθ ki ‰ 0.
One can easily check that the only form that, after a differentiation, does not
change its weight is θ . Therefore, considering a simple differential k-form α of
the kind
α “ fθi1^¨¨ ¨^θik ,
for 1ď i1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď ik ď 2n, one always has
d0pαq “ 0.
On the other hand, considering a simple differential k-form
α “ fθi1^¨¨ ¨^θik´1^θ ,
for 1ď i1 ď ¨¨ ¨ ď ik´1 ď 2n, one has that
d0pαq “ fθi1^¨¨ ¨^θik´1^dθ .
Definition B.6 (11.32 in [10]). Thanks to the isomorphism in definition 11.32 in
[10]
d0| Ωk
Kerd0
:
Ωk
Kerd0
–Ñ Imd0, (5.1)
one has that, for all β P Ωk, there exists a unique α P Ωk, αKKerd0, such that
d0 “ β `ξ , with ξ P pImd0qK. So one can define d´10 as
d´10 : Ω
k`1 Ñ pKerd0qK, β ÞÑ d´10 β :“ α
and another operator
D :“ d´10 pd´d0q.
which is a nilpotent operator not to be confused with the second-order differential
operator in the Rumin complex. Remark 11.33.1 in [10] says that D is nilpotent,
meaning that there exists N P N such that DN ” 0. Call kmax the maximum non
trivial exponent for D. Then the following operators are well-defined:
P :“
kmaxÿ
k“0
p´Dqk,
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Q :“ Pd´10 ,ź
E
:“ Id´Qd´dQ,ź
E0
:“ Id´d´10 d0´d0d´10 .
Proposition B.7 (See theorem 11.40 of [10]). The Rumin complex of the Heisen-
berg group Hn can be written as:
0Ñ RÑC8 d
p0q
cÑ E10 d
p1q
cÑ ¨¨ ¨ d
pn´1q
cÑ En0 d
pnq
cÑ En`10 d
pn`1q
cÑ ¨¨ ¨ d
p2nq
cÑ E2n`10 Ñ 0,
i.e., pE0˚ ,dcq,
where
E0˚ “
kmaxà
k“1
Ek0 , Ek0 :“ Kerdpkq0 X
´
Imdpk´1q0
¯K
and dc :“
ź
E0
d
ź
E
.
We show how these construction acts in practice, and when the operators just
defined play an active role. In particular:
Observation B.8. Note that if, at some degree k “ 0, . . . ,2n, d0 ” 0, this means
that all the other operators we just defined collapse to:$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
D“ 0,
P“ 0,
Q“ 0,ś
E “ Id,ś
E0 “ Id.
In such case dc, on its own defining domain, acts as d.
Observation B.9. In the case of the first Heisenberg group, n “ 1, we have three
operators dpkqc , for k P t0,1,2u, and so three corresponding operators dpkq0 with, by
(5.1),
dpkq0| Ωk
Kerdpkq0
:
Ωk
Kerdpkq0
–Ñ Imdpkq0 .
§ If k “ 0, by Definition B.5 of d0, it follows immediately that Kerdp0q0 “Ω0 and
so Ω
0
Kerdp0q0
“ t0u. Then dp0q0 ” 0.
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§ If k “ 1, again by Definition B.5, we have that
Kerdp1q0 “ spantdx,dyu, and so
Ω1
Kerdp1q0
“ spantθu and Imdp1q0 “ spantdx^dyu.
So we get
dp1q0| Ω1
Kerdp1q0
:
Ω1
Kerdp1q0
–Ñ Imdp1q0 ,
θ ÞÑ ´dx^dy.
If we were to write dp1qc explicitly with the operators introduced here, the final
result would give back D as in Proposition 2.2.2.
§ If k “ 2 it is easy to check that Kerdp2q0 “ Ω2 and so Ω
2
Kerdp2q0
“ t0u. Then,
again, dp2q0 ” 0.
Observation B.10. In the case of the second Heisenberg group, n “ 2, we have
five operators dpkqc , for k P t0, . . . ,4u, with five corresponding operators dpkq0 . Again,
by (5.1),
dpkq0| Ωk
Kerdpkq0
:
Ωk
Kerdpkq0
–Ñ Imdpkq0 .
§ If k “ 0, as before, by Definition B.5 it follows that, Kerdp0q0 “ Ω0 and so
Ω0
Kerdp0q0
“ t0u. Then dp0q0 ” 0.
§ If k “ 1, take α “ f1dx1` f2dx2` f3dy1` f4dy2` f5θ PΩ1 and compute
d0α “´ f5pdx1^dy1`dx2^dy2q.
Consequently we have that Kerdp1q0 “ spantdx1,dx2,dy1,dy2u, and so Ω
1
Kerdp1q0
“
spantθu and Imdp1q0 “ spantdx1^dy1`dx2^dy2u.
The action of dp1q0 is then
dp1q0| Ω1
Kerdp1q0
:
Ω1
Kerdp1q0
Ñ Imdp1q0 ,
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θ ÞÑ ´dx1^dy1´dx2^dy2.
Writing dp1qc explicitly would give dp1qQ as in Proposition 2.3.4.
§ If k“ 2, one can compute that Kerd0“ spantdx1^dx2,dx1^dy1,dx1^dy2,dx2^
dy1,dx2^ dy2,dy1^ dy2u, Ω2Kerd0 “ spantdx1^ θ ,dy1^ θ ,dx2^ θ ,dy2^ θu and
Imd0“ spantdx1^dx2^dy2,dy1^dx2^dy2,dx2^dx1^dy1,dy2^dx1^dy1uĎ
Ω3.
The action of dp2q0 is then
dp2q0| Ω2
Kerdp2q0
:
Ω2
Kerdp2q0
Ñ Imdp2q0 ,
dx1^θ ÞÑ ´dx1^dx2^dy2,
dy1^θ ÞÑ ´dy1^dx2^dy2,
dx2^θ ÞÑ ´dx2^dx1^dy1,
dy2^θ ÞÑ ´dy2^dx1^dy1.
Writing dp2qc explicitly would give D as in Proposition 2.3.4.
§ If k “ 3, by computation one can see that Kerd0 “ spantdx1^dx2^dy1,dx1^
dx2^ dy2,dx1^ dx2^ θ ,dx1^ dy1^ dy2,dx1^ dy2^ θ ,dx2^ dy1^ dy2,dx2^
dy1^ θ ,dy1^ dy2^ θ ,dx1^ dy1^ θdx2^ dy2^ θu, Ω3Kerd0 “ spantdx1^ dy1^
θ `dx2^dy2^θu and Imd0 “ spantdx1^dy1^dx2^dy2u ĎΩ4.
The action of dp3q0 is then
dp3q0| Ω3
Kerdp3q0
:
Ω3
Kerdp3q0
Ñ Imdp3q0 ,
dx1^dy1^θ `dx2^dy2^θ ÞÑ ´dx1^dy1^dx2^dy2.
Once again, also in this case writing dp3qc explicitly would give dp3qQ in Proposition
2.3.4.
§ If k“ 4, we are in the last case. Take α “ f1 xdx1` f2 xdx2` f3 xdy1` f4 xdy2` f5pθ ,
where the hat indicates the presence of all other basis elements except the one
written below the hat. Then
d0α “ 0,
and so Kerd0 “Ω4, Ω4Kerd0 “ t0u and Imd0 “ t0u ĎΩ5. Then, again, d
p4q
0 ” 0.
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C Dimension of the Rumin Complex in Hn
We show formulas to compute the dimensions for the spaces in the Rumin com-
plex. The intent is to see how fast they grow with respect to n.
Remark C.1. Recall from Definition 2.1.1 that:
• Ωk “ k-differential forms in Hn
• Ik “ tβ ^θ ` γ^dθ { β PΩk´1, γ PΩk´2u
• Jk “ tα PΩk { α^θ “ 0, α^dθ “ 0u.
Observation C.2. • It is an immediate observation that dimΩk “ `2n`1k ˘.
• Modulo the coefficient, the possibilities for a simple differential form β P
Ωk´1 such that β ^θ ‰ 0 are C2nk´1 “
` 2n
k´1
˘
.
• Modulo the coefficient, the possibilities for a simple differential form γ P
Ωk´2 such that γ^dθ ‰ 0 are C2n`1k´2 “
`2n`1
k´2
˘
.
Proof. The first point of the observation is straightforward. One has that β PΩk´1
and β can’t contain θ , otherwise β ^θ would be null.
γ P Ωk´2 and γ can contain anything. Indeed, to have dθ ^ γ “ 0, with γ simple,
one needs γ PΩ2n at least, but k´2 is always lower than 2n for any k.
Observation C.3. To compute the dimension of Ik, it is important to know how
many times and element of its base can be written both in the form β ^ θ and
γ^dθ , with β PΩk´1, β ^θ ‰ 0, γ PΩk´2 and γ^dθ ‰ 0.
With these hypotheses, β can be written as β “ dθ ^ τ , with τ PΩ3; while γ can
be written as γ “ θ ^ τ 1, with τ 1 PΩ3.
Posing
β ^θ “ γ^dθ ‰ 0
one gets τ “ τ 1 P Ω3, with τ ^ dθ ^θ ‰ 0. This means that τ cannot contain θ .
Furthermore, this is the only condition since it is impossible for τ to annihilate dθ
as k´3 is always lower than 2n, as before.
Then, modulo coefficients, the possibilities for a simple τ are C2nk´3 “
` 2n
k´3
˘
.
Observation C.4 (See 2.3 and 2.5 in [8]). For k ď n,
dim
Ωk
Ik
“ dimJ2n`1´k.
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Proposition C.5. Summing up the previous considerations, for k ď n, we obtain
dim Ik “
ˆ
2n
k´1
˙
`
ˆ
2n`1
k´2
˙
´
ˆ
2n
k´3
˙
“
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
(5.2)
dimJ2n`1´k “ dimΩ
k
Ik
“
ˆ
2n`1
k
˙
´
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
“
ˆ
2n`1
k
˙
¨ 2n`2´2k
2n`2´ k (5.3)
The proof follows after the example.
Example C.6. Here some cases as an example.
dimΩk dim Ik dim Ω
k
Ik “ dimJ2n`1´k
H1 k “ 1 3 1 2
H2 k “ 1 5 1 4
k “ 2 10 5 5
H3 k “ 1 7 1 6
k “ 2 21 7 14
k “ 3 35 21 14
H4 k “ 1 9 1 8
k “ 2 36 9 27
k “ 3 84 36 48
k “ 4 126 84 42
H5 k “ 1 11 1 10
k “ 2 55 11 44
k “ 3 165 55 110
k “ 4 330 165 165
k “ 5 462 330 132
Proof of Proposition C.5. First we prove equation (5.2). To do so, we rewrite the
three terms as follows:ˆ
2n
k´1
˙
“ p2nq!pk´1q!p2n´pk´1qq! ¨
2n`1
2n`1 ¨
2n´pk´1q`1
2n´pk´1q`1
“ p2n`1q!pk´1q!p2n`1´pk´1qq! ¨
1
2n`1 ¨ p2n´pk´1q`1q
“
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
¨ 2n´ k`2
2n`1 .
The second term:ˆ
2n`1
k´2
˙
“ p2n`1q!pk´2q!p2n`1´pk´2qq! ¨
k´1
k´1 ¨
2n`1´pk´2q
2n`1´pk´2q
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“ p2n`1q!pk´1q!p2n`1´pk´1qq! ¨ pk´1q ¨
1
2n`1´pk´2q
“
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
¨ k´1
2n´ k`3 .
And the last term:ˆ
2n
k´3
˙
“ p2nq!pk´3q!p2n´pk´3qq! ¨
2n`1
2n`1 ¨
pk´2qpk´1q
pk´2qpk´1q ¨
2n´pk´3q
2n´pk´3q
“ p2n`1q!pk´1q!p2n´pk´3q´1q! ¨
1
2n`1 ¨ pk´2qpk´1q ¨
1
2n´pk´3q
“ p2n`1q!pk´1q!p2n`1´pk´1qq! ¨
pk´2qpk´1q
p2n`1qp2n´pk´3qq
“
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
¨ pk´2qpk´1qp2n`1qp2n´ k`3q .
Now we can add and subtract them together and we obtainˆ
2n
k´1
˙
`
ˆ
2n`1
k´2
˙
´
ˆ
2n
k´3
˙
“
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
¨
„
2n´ k`2
2n`1 `
k´1
2n´ k`3 ´
pk´2qpk´1q
p2n`1qp2n´ k`3q

“
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
¨
„p2n´ k`2qp2n´ k`3q`pk´1qp2n`1q´pk´2qpk´1q
p2n`1qp2n´ k`3q

“
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
¨
„
4n2´2npk´3q`2n´pk´3q´2npk´1q` k2´4k`3`2nk` k´2n´1´ k2`3k´2
p2n`1qp2n´ k`3q

“
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
¨
„
4n2`np8´2kq`p3´ kq
p2n`1qp2n´ k`3q

“
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
,
whete the last equality comes from
4n2`np8´2kq`p3´ kq 2n`1
4n2`2n 2n`3´ k
2np3´ kq`p3´ kq
2np3´ kq`p3´ kq
{{
Now we prove equation (5.3).ˆ
2n`1
k
˙
´
ˆ
2n`1
k´1
˙
“
ˆ
2n`1
k
˙
´ p2n`1q!pk´1q!p2n`1´pk´1qq! “
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“
ˆ
2n`1
k
˙
´ p2n`1q!pk´1q!p2n`1´pk´1qq! ¨
k
k
¨ 2n`1´pk´1q
2n`1´pk´1q
“
ˆ
2n`1
k
˙
´ p2n`1q!
k!p2n`1´ kq! ¨ k ¨
1
2n`1´pk´1q
“
ˆ
2n`1
k
˙„
1´ k
2n`2´ k

“
ˆ
2n`1
k
˙
¨ 2n`2´2k
2n`2´ k .
D Explicit Computation of the Commutation between
Pullback and Rumin Complex
Let f :H1 ÑH1 be a smooth contact map and consider the Rumin complex. The
following Proposition is already contained in Theorem 3.2.1, but here we show
the result with an explicit computation.
We recall the result in H1:
Proposition D.1. Consider a contact map f : U ĂH1 ÑH1. The following hold
§ For all ω “ g PD0HpUq “C8pUq,
pΛ1d f qdQω “ dQpΛ0d fωq, i.e., f ˚dQω “ dQ f ˚ω. (5.4)
§ For all ω PD1HpUq “ Ω
1
I1 – spantdx,dyu.
pΛ1d f qDω “ DpΛ0d fωq, i.e., f ˚Dω “ D f ˚ω. (5.5)
§ For all ω PD2HpUq “ J2 – spantdx^θ ,dy^θu,
pΛ3d f qdQω “ dQpΛ2d fωq, i.e., f ˚dQω “ dQ f ˚ω. (5.6)
Namely, the pullback by a contact map f commutes with the differental operators
of the Rumin complex.
Notation D.2. Recalling Notation 3.3.7 and Lemma 3.3.8, we have
λ p1, f q :“ X f 1Y f 2´X f 2Y f 1 “ T f 3´ 1
2
f 1T f 2` 1
2
f 2T f 1.
In this section, for brevity we will denote this simply as
λ p f q :“ λ p1, f q.
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Proof of equation (5.4) in Proposition D.1. From lemma (3.3.9)
dQpΛ0d f pgqq “dQ f ˚g“ dQpg˝ f q “ Xpg˝ f qdx`Y pg˝ f qdy
“pXgX f 1`Y gX f 2qdx`pXgY f 1`Y gY f 2qdy.
On the other hand
pΛ1d f qdQg“ f ˚dQg“ f ˚pXgdx`Y gdyq “ Xg f ˚dx`Y g f ˚dy
“ XgpX f 1dx`Y f 1dyq`Y gpX f 2dx`Y f 2dyq
“ pXgX f 1`Y gX f 2qdx`pXgY f 1`Y gY f 2qdy.
So the first equality is verified.
We move on to the third equality.
Proof of equation (5.6) in Proposition D.1. Consider ω P D2HpH1q, namely, ω “
ω1dx^θ `ω2dy^θ .
pΛ3d f qdQω “ f ˚dQω “ f ˚ppXω2´Yω1qdx^dy^θ q “
“ pXω2´Yω1q f pX f 1Y f 2´Y f 1X f 2q
ˆ
T f 3´ 1
2
f 1T f 2` 1
2
f 2T f 1
˙
dx^dy^θ
“ pXω2´Yω1q fλ 2p f qdx^dy^θ ,
where we use equation (3.28) for the second line.
On the other hand, thanks to equations (3.26) and (3.27),
dQpΛ2d fωq “dQ f ˚ω “ dQ f ˚pω1dx^θ `ω2dy^θ q
“dQ
`pω1q f f ˚pdx^θ q`pω2q f f ˚pdy^θ q˘
“dQ
´
pω1q f
`
X f 1λ p f qdx^θ `Y f 1λ p f qdy^θ˘
`pω2q f
`
X f 2λ p f qdx^θ `Y f 2λ p f qdy^θ˘¯
“dQ
´
λ p f q`pω1q f X f 1`pω2q f X f 2˘dx^θ
`λ p f q`pω1q fY f 1`pω2q fY f 2˘dy^θ¯
“
´
X
`
λ p f q`pω1q fY f 1`pω2q fY f 2˘˘
´Y `λ p f q`pω1q f X f 1`pω2q f X f 2˘˘¯dx^dy^θ
“`X `λ p f q ¨Eω, f ˘´Y `λ p f q ¨Fω, f ˘˘dx^dy^θ
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“
´
Xpλ p f qq ¨Eω, f `λ p f q ¨XpEω, f q
´Y pλ p f qq ¨Fω, f ´λ p f q ¨Y pFω, f q
¯
dx^dy^θ ,
where one denotes#
Eω, f :“ Epω, f q :“ pω1q fY f 1`pω2q fY f 2,
Fω, f :“ Fpω, f q :“ pω1q f X f 1`pω2q f X f 2.
Consider these terms one by one. Recall that we already computed Xpλ p f qq and
Y pλ p f qq in Lemma 3.3.20. Then compute XpEω, f q:
XpEω, f q “X
`pω1q fY f 1`pω2q fY f 2˘
“Xppω1q f qY f 1`pω1q f XY f 1`Xppω2q f qY f 2`pω2q f XY f 2
“Xpω1 ˝ f qY f 1`pω1q f XY f 1`Xpω2 ˝ f qY f 2`pω2q f XY f 2
“`pXω1q f X f 1`pYω1q f X f 2˘Y f 1` `pXω2q f X f 1`pYω2q f X f 2˘Y f 2
`pω1q f XY f 1`pω2q f XY f 2,
where the last line follows by Lemma 3.3.9.
The last term Y pFω, f q is similar:
Y pFω, f q “Y
`pω1q f X f 1`pω2q f X f 2˘
“Y ppω1q f qX f 1`pω1q fY X f 1`Y ppω2q f qX f 2`pω2q fY X f 2
“Y pω1 ˝ f qX f 1`pω1q fY X f 1`Y pω2 ˝ f qX f 2`pω2q fY X f 2
“`pXω1q fY f 1`pYω1q fY f 2˘X f 1` `pXω2q fY f 1`pYω2q fY f 2˘X f 2
`pω1q fY X f 1`pω2q fY X f 2,
where the last line follows again by Lemma 3.3.9.
Now we can get XpEω, f q´Y pFω, f q. Remember that
XpEω, f q´Y pFω, f q “
`pXω1q f X f 1`pYω1q f X f 2˘Y f 1` `pXω2q f X f 1`pYω2q f X f 2˘Y f 2
`pω1q f XY f 1`pω2q f XY f 2´
`pXω1q fY f 1`pYω1q fY f 2˘X f 1
´ `pXω2q fY f 1`pYω2q fY f 2˘X f 2´pω1q fY X f 1´pω2q fY X f 2
“pω1q f pXY f 1´Y X f 1q`pω2q f pXY f 2´Y X f 2q
`pXω1q f pX f 1Y f 1´Y f 1X f 1q`pYω1q f pX f 2Y f 1´Y f 2X f 1q
`pXω2q f pX f 1Y f 2´Y f 1X f 2q`pYω2q f pX f 2Y f 2´Y f 2X f 2q
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“pω1q f T f 1`pω2q f T f 2`λ p f q
`pXω2q f ´pYω1q f ˘ .
Next is Xpλ p f qq ¨Eω, f ´Y pλ p f qq ¨Fω, f :
Xpλ p f qq ¨Eω, f ´Y pλ p f qq ¨Fω, f “
“pX f 2T f 1´T f 2X f 1q`pω1q fY f 1`pω2q fY f 2˘
´pY f 2T f 1´T f 2Y f 1q`pω1q f X f 1`pω2q f X f 2˘
“pω1q f
`
X f 2T f 1Y f 1´T f 2X f 1Y f 1´Y f 2T f 1X f 1`T f 2Y f 1X f 1˘
`pω2q f
`
X f 2T f 1Y f 2´T f 2X f 1Y f 2´Y f 2T f 1X f 2`T f 2Y f 1X f 2˘
“pω1q f T f 1
`
X f 2Y f 1´Y f 2X f 1˘`pω2q f T f 2 `Y f 1X f 2´X f 1Y f 2˘
“´λ p f q`pω1q f T f 1`pω2q f T f 2˘ .
Finally we can put all the terms together and calculate the coefficient of dx^dy^
θ :
Xpλ p f qq ¨Eω, f ´Y pλ p f qq ¨Fω, f `λ p f qpXpEω, f q´Y pFω, f qq “
´λ p f q“pω1q f T f 1`pω2q f T f 2‰
`λ p f q“pω1q f T f 1`pω2q f T f 2`λ p f qppXω2q f ´pYω1q f q‰
“λ 2p f q`pXω2q f ´pYω1q f ˘ .
This completes the proof.
Proof of equation (5.5) in Proposition D.1. Letω “ω1dx`ω2dy PDH,1pUq. Then
f ˚Dω “ f ˚ rpXXω2´XYω1´Tω1qdx^θ `pY Xω2´YYω1´Tω2qdy^θ s
“pXXω2´XYω1´Tω1q f
`
X f 1λ p f qdx^θ `Y f 1λ p f qdy^θ˘
`pY Xω2´YYω1´Tω2q f
`
X f 2λ p f qdx^θ `Y f 2λ p f qdy^θ˘
““pXXω2´XYω1´Tω1q f X f 1`pY Xω2´YYω1´Tω2q f X f 2‰λ p f qdx^θ
` “pXXω2´XYω1´Tω1q fY f 1`pY Xω2´YYω1´Tω2q fY f 2‰λ p f qdy^θ
“
”
´X f 1pXYω1`Tω1q f ´X f 2pYYω1q f `X f 1pXXω2q f
`X f 2pY Xω2´Tω2q f
ı
λ p f qdx^θ `
”
´Y f 1pXYω1`Tω1q f
´Y f 2pYYω1q f `Y f 1pXXω2q f `Y f 2pY Xω2´Tω2q f
ı
λ p f qdy^θ .
On the other hand, D f ˚ω will be much more complicated
D f ˚ω “D`pω1q f pX f 1dx`Y f 1dyq`pω2q f pX f 2dx`Y f 2dyq˘
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“D`ppω1q f X f 1`pω2q f X f 2qdx`ppω1q fY f 1`pω2q fY f 2qdy˘
“
”
XX
`pω1q fY f 1`pω2q fY f 2˘´XY `pω1q f X f 1`pω2q f X f 2˘
´T `pω1q f X f 1`pω2q f X f 2˘ıdx^θ `”Y X `pω1q fY f 1`pω2q fY f 2˘
´YY `pω1q f X f 1`pω2q f X f 2˘´T `pω1q fY f 1`pω2q fY f 2˘ıdy^θ .
Given the length of the coefficients, we consider them piece by piece. Consider
only the coefficient of dx^θ and divide it accordindly to the number k of deriv-
atives that hit, respectively, the functions ω1 and ω2 (the T derivative counts as
two): we denote such parts as Zpkqωi, with k “ 0,1,2 and i“ 1,2.
Then the coefficient of dx^θ becomes
p. . .qdx^θ “
´
Zp0qω1`Zp0qω2`Zp1qω1`Zp1qω2`Zp2qω1`Zp2qω2
¯
dx^θ
with
Zp0qω1 :“ pω1q f XXY f 1`´pω1q f XY X f 1´pω1q f T X f 1
Zp0qω2 :“ pω2q f XXY f 2´pω2q f XY X f 2´pω2q f T X f 2
Zp1qω1 :“ 2X
`pω1q f ˘XY f 1´Y `pω1q f ˘XX f 1´X `pω1q f ˘Y X f 1
Zp1qω2 :“ 2X
`pω2q f ˘XY f 2´Y `pω2q f ˘XX f 2´X `pω2q f ˘Y X f 2
Zp2qω1 :“ XX
`pω1q f ˘Y f 1´XY `pω1q f ˘X f 1´T `pω1q f ˘X f 1
Zp2qω2 :“ XX
`pω2q f ˘Y f 2´XY `pω2q f ˘X f 2´T `pω2q f ˘X f 2.
Compute:
Zp0qω1 “ pω1q f XXY f 1´pω1q f XY X f 1´pω1q f T X f 1
“ pω1q f XpXY ´Y Xq f 1´pω1q f T X f 1
“ pω1q f pXT ´T Xq f 1 “ pω1q f rX ,T s f 1 “ 0.
Notice that, thanks of the simmetry, in the same way Zp0qω2 “ 0.
Next, by Lemma 3.3.12, one has the following equations in the case n“ 1:
XXpg˝ f q ““pXXgq f X f 1`pY Xgq f X f 2‰X f 1`pXgq f XX f 1
` “pXY gq f X f 1`pYY gq f X f 2‰X f 2`pY gq f XX f 2,
XY pg˝ f q ““pXXgq f X f 1`pY Xgq f X f 2‰Y f 1`pXgq f XY f 1
` “pXY gq f X f 1`pYY gq f X f 2‰Y f 2`pY gq f XY f 2,
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T pg˝ f q “XgT f 1`Y gT f 2`λ p1, f qT g,
where λ p1, f q :“ X f 1Y f 2´Y f 1X f 2. Using them, one gets
Zp2qω1 “XX
`pω1q f ˘Y f 1´XY `pω1q f ˘X f 1´T `pω1q f ˘X f 1
“XX pω1 ˝ f qY f 1´XY pω1 ˝ f qX f 1´T pω1 ˝ f qX f 1
“
"“pXXω1q f X f 1`pY Xω1q f X f 2‰X f 1`pXω1q f XX f 1
` “pXYω1q f X f 1`pYYω1q f X f 2‰X f 2`pYω1q f XX f 2*Y f 1
´
"“pXXω1q f X f 1`pY Xω1q f X f 2‰Y f 1`pXω1q f XY f 1
` “pXYω1q f X f 1`pYYω1q f X f 2‰Y f 2`pYω1q f XY f 2*X f 1
´
"
pXω1q f T f 1`pYω1q f T f 2`λ p f qpTω1q f
*
X f 1
“pXYω1q f X f 1pX f 2Y f 1´Y f 2X f 1q`pYYω1q f X f 2pX f 2Y f 1´Y f 2X f 1q
`pXω1q f
“
XX f 1Y f 1´pXY f 1`T f 1qX f 1‰
`pYω1q f
“
XX f 2Y f 1´pXY f 2`T f 2qX f 1‰´pTω1q fλ p f qX f 1
“´λ p f q“pXYω1q f X f 1`pYYω1q f X f 2`pTω1q f X f 1‰
`pXω1q f
“
XX f 1Y f 1´pXY f 1`T f 1qX f 1‰
`pYω1q f
“
XX f 2Y f 1´pXY f 2`T f 2qX f 1‰
“´λ p f q“pYYω1q f X f 2` `pXYω1q f `pTω1q f ˘X f 1‰
`pXω1q f
“
XX f 1Y f 1´pXY f 1`T f 1qX f 1‰
`pYω1q f
“
XX f 2Y f 1´pXY f 2`T f 2qX f 1‰ .
Notice that ´λ p f q“pYYω1q f X f 2` `pXYω1q f `pTω1q f ˘X f 1‰ is exactly the ω1-
part of the coefficient of dx^θ in f ˚Dω .
Since we found the ω1-part of the coefficient of dx^θ that we wish as result, now
we show that the rest is zero. Specifically that
Zp1qω1`pXω1q f
“
XX f 1Y f 1´pXY f 1`T f 1qX f 1‰
`pYω1q f
“
XX f 2Y f 1´pXY f 2`T f 2qX f 1‰ T h“ 0. (5.7)
Indeed
Zp1qω1 “2X
`pω1q f ˘XY f 1´Y `pω1q f ˘XX f 1´X `pω1q f ˘Y X f 1
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“X `pω1q f ˘pXY ´Y Xq f 1`X `pω1q f ˘XY f 1´Y `pω1q f ˘XX f 1
“X pω1 ˝ f q
`
T f 1`XY f 1˘´Y pω1 ˝ f qXX f 1
“`pXω1q f X f 1`pYω1q f X f 2˘`T f 1`XY f 1˘
´ `pXω1q fY f 1`pYω1q fY f 2˘XX f 1
“pXω1q f rX f 1
`
T f 1`XY f 1˘´Y f 1XX f 1s
`pYω1q f rX f 2
`
T f 1`XY f 1˘´Y f 2XX f 1s,
where we used Lemma 3.3.9 in the second to last line.
With the appropriate cancellations, equation (5.7) is reduced to
XX f 2Y f 1´pXY f 2`T f 2qX f 1`X f 2 `T f 1`XY f 1˘´Y f 2XX f 1 “ 0 (5.8)
Rearranging the first hand side, notice that
XX f 2Y f 1`X f 2XY f 1´XY f 2X f 1´Y f 2XX f 1´T f 2X f 1`X f 2T f 1 “
“ XpX f 2Y f 1q´XpY f 2X f 1q´T f 2X f 1`X f 2T f 1
“ XpX f 2Y f 1´Y f 2X f 1q´T f 2X f 1`X f 2T f 1
“´Xpλ p f qq´T f 2X f 1`X f 2T f 1
“´pX f 2T f 1´T f 2X f 1q´T f 2X f 1`X f 2T f 1 “ 0,
where we used a previous calculation of Xpλ p f qq (see Lemma 3.3.20).
This indeed shows that the ω1-parts of the coefficient of dx^ θ are the same
in f ˚Dω and D f ˚ω . To complete the proof of f ˚Dω “ D f ˚ω , one should prove
the same also for the ω2-part of the coefficient of dx^θ and then for the whole
dy^θ . This can be done in a similar way.
E Calculations for the Mo¨bius Strip
Observation E.1. We write~γrpr,sq in Heisenberg coordinates:
~γrpr,sq “
ˆ
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr,
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr,
s
2
cos
´ r
2
¯˙
“
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr
¯
Bx
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`
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr
¯
By`
´ s
2
cos
´ r
2
¯¯
Bt
“
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr
¯
X
`
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr
¯
Y
`
„
s
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
`
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr
¯ 1
2
y
´
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr
¯ 1
2
x

T.
The third component can be written better as„
s
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
`
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr
¯ 1
2
y
´
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr
¯ 1
2
x

“
„
s
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
`
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr
¯ 1
2
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr
´
´
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr
¯ 1
2
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr

“
„
s
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2
sin2 r
1
2
´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2
cos2 r
1
2

“
„
s
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2

.
Observation E.2. We write ~γspr,sq in Heisenberg coordinates, remembering that
xpr,sq “ “R` scos` r2˘‰cosr and ypr,sq “ “R` scos` r2˘‰sinr:
~γspr,sq “cos
´ r
2
¯
cosrBx` cos
´ r
2
¯
sinrBy` sin
´ r
2
¯
Bt
“cos
´ r
2
¯
cosrX ` cos
´ r
2
¯
sinrY
`
ˆ
sin
´ r
2
¯
` cos
´ r
2
¯
cosr
1
2
y´ cos
´ r
2
¯
sinr
1
2
x
˙
T
“cos
´ r
2
¯
cosrX ` cos
´ r
2
¯
sinrY
`
ˆ
sin
´ r
2
¯
` cos
´ r
2
¯ cosr
2
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr
´ cos
´ r
2
¯ sinr
2
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr
˙
T
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“cos
´ r
2
¯
cosrX ` cos
´ r
2
¯
sinrY ` sin
´ r
2
¯
T.
Observation E.3. We compute the T component of ~N “~γrˆH~γs “ ~N1X`~N2Y `
~N3T .
~N3 “
ˆ
´1
2
ssin
´ r
2
¯
cos
´ r
2
¯
sinr cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cos
´ r
2
¯
sin2 r
˙
´
ˆ
´1
2
ssin
´ r
2
¯
cos
´ r
2
¯
sinr cosr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cos
´ r
2
¯
cos2 r
˙
“´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cos
´ r
2
¯
.
Observation E.4. We compute the X component of ~N.
~N1 “
ˆ
´1
2
ssin
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr
˙
sin
´ r
2
¯
´
ˆ
s
1
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2
˙
cos
´ r
2
¯
sinr
“´ 1
2
ssin2
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr sin
´ r
2
¯
´ s1
2
cos2
´ r
2
¯
sinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
sinr
“´ 1
2
ssinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr sin
´ r
2
¯
`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
sinr.
Observation E.5. We compute the Y component of ~N, remembering again sinp2αq“
2sinα cosα and cosp2αq “ 2cos2α´1, and naming α “ r2 .
~N2 “
´ s
2
sin
´ r
2
¯
cosr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr
¯
sin
´ r
2
¯
`
ˆ
s
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2
˙
cos
´ r
2
¯
cosr
“ s
2
sin2
´ r
2
¯
cosr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr sin
´ r
2
¯
` s
2
cos2
´ r
2
¯
cosr´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
cosr
“ s
2
cosr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
sinr sin
´ r
2
¯
´
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
cosr
“ s
2
p2cos2α´1q`pR` scosαqp2sinα cosαqsinα
´pR` scosαq2 1
2
cosαp2cos2α´1q
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“scos2α´ s
2
`2pR` scosαqsin2α cosα
´pR` scosαq2 cos3α` 1
2
rR` scosαs2 cosα
“scos2α´ s
2
`2pR` scosαqp1´ cos2αqcosα
´pR` scosαq2 cos3α` 1
2
rR` scosαs2 cosα
“sz2´ s
2
`2pR` szqp1´ z2qz´pR` szq2z3` 1
2
pR` szq2z
“sz2´ s
2
`2pR` szqpz´ z3q´pR2`2sRz` s2z2qz3` 1
2
pR2`2sRz` s2z2qz
“sz2´ 1
2
s`2Rpz´ z3q`2spz2´ z4q´R2z3´2sRz4´ s2z5` 1
2
R2z` sRz2` 1
2
s2z3
“
ˆ
´z5` 1
2
z3
˙
s2`
ˆ
´2pR`1qz4`pR`3qz2´ 1
2
˙
s´pR2`2Rqz3
`
ˆ
1
2
R2`2R
˙
z,
where we used the facts that sin2α “ 1´ cos2α and cosα “ z.
Observation E.6. We solve the system t~N1 “ 0, ~N2 “ 0u.
First impose ~N1 “ 0 and, using again sinp2αq “ 2sinα cosα and cosp2αq “
2cos2α´1, with α “ r2 , and recalling that z“ cosα , we find that:
´1
2
ssinr`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı
cosr sin
´ r
2
¯
`
”
R` scos
´ r
2
¯ı2 1
2
cos
´ r
2
¯
sinr “ 0,
´ssinα cosα`rR` scosαs p2cos2α´1qsinα`rR` scosαs2 cos2α sinα “ 0,
sinα “ 0 _ ´scosα`rR` scosαs p2cos2α´1q` rR` scosαs2 cos2α “ 0,
r
2
“ α “ kpi _ ´sz`rR` szsp2z2´1q` rR` szs2z2 “ 0,
r “ 2kpi _ ´sz`2Rz2`2sz3´R´ sz`R2z2`2sRz3` s2z4 “ 0,
r “ 2kpi _ s2z4`2spR`1qz3`pR2`2Rqz2´2sz´R“ 0.
The second condition is an equation of fourth degree in z and of second in s, so
we solve it in s:
r “ 2kpi _ s2z4`p2pR`1qz3´2zqs`pR2`2Rqz2´R“ 0
Now consider only the second condition. If z “ 0, one has that R “ 0, which is
impossible.
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If z‰ 0, to solve the second equation as an equation of 2nd order in s, compute its
discriminant:
∆“ p2pR`1qz3´2zq2´4z4ppR2`2Rqz2´Rq
“ 4pR`1q2z6`4z2´8pR`1qz4´4pR2`2Rqz6`4Rz4
“ 4z6´4pR`2qz4`4z2
“ 4z2pz4´pR`2qz2`1q.
Then
s“ ´p2pR`1qz
3´2zq˘a4z2pz4´pR`2qz2`1q
2z4
“ ´pR`1qz
2`1˘az4´pR`2qz2`1
z3
.
Since z“ cos r2 , z P r0,2piq, then z‰ 0 if and only if r ‰ pi`2kpi.
As a summary, the X component of the normal vector ~N is zero at the points
pxpr,sq,ypr,sq, tpr,sqq with
pr,sq “ p0,sq, s P r´w,ws, or (5.9)
pr,sq “
˜
r,
´pR`1qz2`1˘az4´pR`2qz2`1
z3
¸
, r P r0,2piq, r ‰ pi, z“ cos r
2
.
(5.10)
Now we check whether the parameters (5.9) and (5.10) also force ~N2pr,sq, the
coefficient of the Y component of ~N, to be zero.We will show that ~N2pr,sq is zero
only in at most a finite number of the parameters (actually at most one) (5.9) and
(5.10).
§ the case pr,sq “ p0,sq gives z“ cos r2 “ cos0“ 1 and we obtain that
~N2pr,sq “
ˆ
´1` 1
2
˙
s2`
ˆ
´2pR`1q`pR`3q´ 1
2
˙
s´R2´2R` 1
2
R2`2R
“´ 1
2
s2`
ˆ
´R` 1
2
˙
s´ 1
2
R2.
So we get that ~N2pr,sq “ 0 if and only if s2`p2R´1qs`R2 “ 0. Then
∆“ p2R´1q2´4R2 “´4R`1
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and so
s1,s2 “ ´2R`1˘
?´4R`1
2
.
This proves that ~N1pr,sq and ~N2pr,sq, the component in X and Y of the normal
vector ~N are both zero at least in the two cases p0,s1q and p0,s2q.
§ The second case gives
s“ ´pR`1qz
2`1˘az4´pR`2qz2`1
z3
“ ´pR`1qz
2`1`Apzq
z3
,
where Apzq :“˘az4´pR`2qz2`1. Then
~N2pr,sq “
“
ˆ
´z5` 1
2
z3
˙
s2`
ˆ
´2pR`1qz4`pR`3qz2´ 1
2
˙
s´pR2`2Rqz3`
ˆ
1
2
R2`2R
˙
z
“
ˆ
´z5` 1
2
z3
˙ˆ´pR`1qz2`1`Apzq
z3
˙2
`
ˆ
´2pR`1qz4`pR`3qz2´ 1
2
˙´pR`1qz2`1`Apzq
z3
´pR2`2Rqz3`
ˆ
1
2
R2`2R
˙
z
“
ˆ
´1
z
` 1
2z3
˙`pR`1q2z4`1`A2pzq´2pR`1qz2`2Apzq´2pR`1qApzqz2˘
`
ˆ
´2pR`1qz` pR`3q
z
´ 1
2z3
˙
p´pR`1qz2`1`Apzqq´pR2`2Rqz3
`
ˆ
1
2
R2`2R
˙
z
“´pR`1q2z3´ 1
z
´ A
2pzq
z
` pR`1q
2z
2
` A
2pzq
2z3
´ pR`1q
z
` Apzq
z3
`2pR`1q2z3
´pR`1qpR`3qz` R`3
z
` pR`1q
2z
´ Apzq
2z3
´pR2`2Rqz3`
ˆ
1
2
R2`2R
˙
z
“`´pR`1q2`2pR`1q2´R2´2R˘z3
`
ˆpR`1q2
2
´pR`1qpR`3q` 1
2
R2`2R
˙
z
`
ˆ
´1´R´1`R`3` R
2
` 1
2
˙
1
z
´ A
2pzq
z
` A
2pzq
2z3
` Apzq
z3
´ Apzq
2z3
.
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Here I use that A2pzq :“ z4´pR`2qz2`1 and thus
~N2pr,sq “z3`
ˆ
´R´ 5
2
˙
z` R`3
2z
´ z3`pR`2qz´ 1
z
` 1
2
z´ pR`2q
2z
` 1
2z3
` Apzq
2z3
“´ 1
2z
` 1
2z3
` Apzq
2z3
.
Since z‰ 0, ~N2pr,sq “ 0 if and only if
Apzq “ z2´1,
A2pzq “ pz2´1q2,
z4´pR`2qz2`1“ z4´2z2`1,
´Rz2 “ 0,
z“ 0,
which is impossible because this is the case z‰ 0.
So the second solution of the equation ~N1pr,sq “ 0 is never a solution for the
equation ~N2pr,sq “ 0.
Observation E.7. So far we have obtained that the Mo¨bius strip has at most only
two critical points and, in this parametrization, they are those obtained by
pr,s1q “
ˆ
0,
´2R`1´?´4R`1
2
˙
and pr,s2q “
ˆ
0,
´2R`1`?´4R`1
2
˙
.
In particular, there are two critical points if Ră 14 , one if R“ 14 and none if Rą 14 ,
which could be the most frequent case. Changing the parametrization will change
the coefficients, but not the topological properties.
Now, it’s easy to see that, if R“ 14 , then
s1 “ s2 “ ´2
1
4 `1
2
“ 1
4
,
but we know that s P r´w,ws with w ă R “ 14 , so this solution is actually im-
possible.
On the other hand, if Ră 14 , then ´2R`1ą´12 `1“ 12 . So
s2 “ ´2R`1`
?´4R`1
2
ą
1
2 `0
2
“ 1
4
,
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but again s P r´w,ws with wă Ră 14 , so this solution is impossible.
Finally, there are no limitations for s1 given by R ă 14 ; s1 can be any real number
in r´w,ws with wă Ră 14 , so the only condition one can ask is:
´1
4
ă s1 ă 14 ,
´1
4
ă ´2R`1´
?´4R`1
2
ă 1
4
,
´1ă´4R`2´2?´4R`1ă 1,
´1ă´4R`2´2?´4R`1 ^ ´4R`2´2?´4R`1ă 1,
2
?´4R`1ă´4R`3 ^ 2?´4R`1ą´4R`1,
4p´4R`1q ă p´4R`3q2 ^ 4p´4R`1q ą p´4R`1q2,
´16R`4ă 16R2´24R`9 ^ ´16R`4ą 16R2´8R`1,
16R2´8R`5ą 0 ^ 16R2`8R´3ă 0.
Now we apply some basic rules for quadratic inequalities. The first inequality is
solved by:
∆
4
“ 16´16 ¨5“´16 ¨4ă 0,
that says that the inequality is always true.
The second inequality is solved, instead, by computing
∆
4
“ 16`16 ¨3“ 16 ¨4“ 82,
and observing the two solutions of the associated equation are
R1,2 “ ´4˘816 . Then
R1 “´1216 “´
3
4
and R2 “ 416 “
1
4
.
So the second inequality (and hence the whole system) has solutions:
´3
4
ă Ră 1
4
,
which does not give more limitations than what was known already, that is: 0 ă
Ră 14 .
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Final conclusion: the Mo¨bius strip has at most only one critical point and, in
this parametrization, it is the one obtained by
pr,s1q “
ˆ
0,
´2R`1´?´4R`1
2
˙
,
when 0ă Ră 14 .
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